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BELFAST NATURAL HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

The membership of the Society consists of Shareholders, Annual Subscribers

and Honorary Members.

Shareholders holding more than two shares are not liable for an annual

subscription, but shareholders of two shares pay an annua! subscription of five

shillings, and holders of one pay ten shillings.

In V.)14 a new class of membership was created including persons of either

sex, to be elected under the bye-laws of the Society, and admitted by the

Council on payment of ten shillings per annum. Such members have all the

privileges of the Society, and take part in any business of the Society not affecting

the ownership of the property. In 1
(.»17 an Archaeological Section was established.

Persons wishing to join the Section [must be members of the Society and pay

an additional minimum subscription of five shillings per annum.

A general meeting of Shareholders and Members is held annually to receive

the Report of the Council and the Statement of Accounts for the preceding

year ending Hist October, to elect members of Council, to replace those retiring

by rotation or for other reasons and to transact any other business incidental

to an Annual Meeting.

The Council elect from among their own number the President and other

officers of the Society.

Each member has the right of personal attendance at the ordinary lectures

of the Society, and the privilege of introducing friends for admission to such.

Any further information required may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,

7 College Square North, Belfast.

[Established 1821.]

CONSTITUTION
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22nd November, 1915.

Mk. F. J. Cole, President, in the Chair.

ENERGY AND MATTER.

Tom ('. Shaw, M.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.I.C., F.G.S.

In the early history of optical theories we find that light was supposed to he

due to small corpuscles of an unknown nature. Plato believed that these were
emitted by the eye of the observer, and produced the sensation of light when
they struck the body seen or something emanating from the body. Later the

corpuscles were thought to he emitted by the body and reflected into the eye.

This theory was developed by Newton (1G43-1727), whose authority kept it in

tthe ascendant for nearly one hundred years after his death, in spite of the fact

that more and more experiments were being made whose results could not be

explained except by a wave theory.

In the latter part of the last century further discoveries were made, which

in their turn were inconsistent with the wave theory and required an. explanation

on the corpuscular basis. For example Hertz noticed that sparks in air would
jump a longer distance between two pieces of zinc when the spark terminals

were illuminated by light than 'when they were in the 'dark. He traced this

difference to the presence of ultra-violet light. This phenomenon is now known
as the " Photo-electric Effect " and is found to be produced not only by ultra-

violet light, hut also by X-rays and under proper 'conditions by visible light.

Since Hertz's time a large amount of research work has been done and it is

now evident that some combination of the two' theories is necessary, based on an
association of particles with waves, though the fusion of these two rather

contradictory points of view is not a simple matter.

It has now been established both theoretically and experimentally that there

is a connection between light, electricity and magnetism.
If we attempt to make' a. spark jump between two metal electrodes in 'air we

find that in order to make the spark cross a gap of one centimetre we have to

apply approximately 30,000 volts before the insulation of the air gap breaks down.
Now if we apply a potential of about 30,000 volts to- two metal electrodes sealed

several feet apart in a glass tube containing air at ordinary atmospheric pressure,

no current will flow because the distance between the electrodes is too great. If

we now partially evacuate the- tube by connecting it to 'a vacuum pump we see

that as the- pressure inside' the tube- 'drops a current begins to flow and the tube
fills with a reddish glow; as the- pressure is further reduced the walls of the tube

in the region of the negative electrode or cathode take on a greenish glow, it is

evident that the glass in this region is 'under some bombardment causing this glow.

The nature of the bombardment can be demonstrated by interposing a metallic

object between the cathode and the wall of the' tube—the metal absorbs the rays

moving from the cathode to the wall and a dark shadow of the metallic object

is cast in place of the greenish glow. The- path of the cathode rays can also be
deflected by bringing a strong magnet close to the tube showing that the rays must
carry an electric charge.

Professor J. J. Thomson found that cathode rays behave like small
negatively charged bullets shooting out from the cathode and called them
"( iorpuscles" ; we now know them as "Electrons,

'

' which are detached from atoms
and are flying about by themselves.

Thomson in experimenting with the 'deflection of these electrons by magnetic
and electric fields succeeded in determining the velocity, mass and charge of an
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electron. He found that the mass of a -single electron ds about 1,840 times

smaller than the mass of an atom of the lightest element (hydrogen) known, whilst

in -some cases the velocity of electrons' approaches that of light.

The modern conception of matter is that it is 'Composed of atoms which in

themselves resemble miniature solar systems—each atom has a nucleus at the

centre' and planetary electrons circle around it in fixed orbits. Most of the mass
of the atom is contained in the nucleus which can be composed of two main types

of sub-atomic particles. One type' bears a positive' charge iand has a mass
approximately equal to that of the hydrogen atom—it is called a proton. The
second type has the same mass but carries no charge'—it is known as a neutron.

The number of negatively charged electrons circling the positively charged

nucleus of an atom is such that under normal conditions the atom as a whole

remains electrically neutral. The simplest 'atom is that of hydrogen, which
consists of a single proton and one' planetary electron.

Bontgen in experimenting with cathode ray tubes observed that certain rays

emanating from the tubes had the peculiar property of being able, to pass through

matter and cause a screen coated with zinc sulphide' to glow. These rays have
many of the properties of light. They can be reflected, refracted and polarized

but they are not affected by magnetic fields and have a much shorter wave length

than ordinary light. Rontgen at first did not understand their origin and gave

them the name X-rays.

Different kinds of light differ in wavelength, that is, in the distance from crest

to crest of the waves ; differences such as those of colour are due to the differences

in wavelength. Our eyes- respond k> light only when it is of suitable wavelength.

On one side of the range of visible light there' ds light whose wavelength is too

short to be seen (the ultra-violet light) and on the other side there is light whose
wavelength is too short to be seen (infra-red light). The X-rays have a much
shorter wavelength than the ultra-violet rays. There are means of detection of

these rays that do not affect our eyes. They may, for example, affect a photo-

graphic plate, cause a screen or special material to glow or we may be able to

detect them electrically, as is the case with wireless waves.
It is now known that the X-rays are- produced when the speed of an electron

is altered by striking against an object such -as the glass walls of the cathode-ray
tube. If the- alteration in -speed is very great, the frequency of the X-ray
produced is very high and so we get a high frequency or "hard" ray; if the

change in speed of the electron is not so great we get a low frequency or "soft"

X-ray. The- hard X-rays have great penetrating power.

The general method of producing X-rays is to subject the -electrons in highly

evacuated glass vessels to enormous speeds of the order of 50,000 miles per second

by means of high tension discharge; the electrons are- then directed on to a heavy
block of platinum or tungsten called the anticathode or target. By the use -of a
focusing device the' -electrons are concentrated -on a small central area of the

target where' they are abruptly halted and the X-iays are produced.
An interesting feature of X-rays is that they are able to ionise gases—that

is they are able to render gases capable' of conducting an electric current. The
X-rays achieve this by stripping off some of the electrons of the' atoms of the gas

in their path. The atoms of the gas so denuded of electrons are no longer

electrically neutral but carry a positive charge and in this state 'are capable of

conducting a current of electricity.

Tire medical 'applications of X-rays are already well-known. The patient is

placed between the source' of the rays and -a screen -coated -with zinc sulphide,

or barium platino-cyanide. The X-rays are absorbed more or less completely in
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passing through dense material such .-is bones in the body, whilst they pass freely
through flesh and blood, with the result that the hones or any heavy foreign
material in the body •appear on the .screen as dark shadows, the rest of the screen
fluorescing brightly where the rays fall on it. Photographic plates may be used
in place of the fluorescing screens.

X-rays are also used to-day for tracing defects in metallic eastings and have
played an important role in determining tire atomic structure of crystals and in the
elucidation of the structure of matter in general.

Near the close of the last century Becquerel in Paris discovered that some
photographic plates which had been in a drawer containing a uranium bearing
mineral had been fogged. He traced the cause to some invisible rays coming
from the mineral which were capable of passing through the black protective paper
of the- photographic plates—this was the dawn of our knowledge of radio-activity.

A few years later Madame Curie isolated the new radio-active element Radium
and soon a whole series of these radio-active elements became known. These
elements were found to omit three distinct types of invisible radiation, now
known as a /?, and y-rays.

The a-rays were found to be positively charged and are capable of strongly

ionising gases. They are in fact the nuclei of helium atoms moving at high speeds.

The /?-rays are negatively charge;! and 'are electrons moving at almost the

speed of light. They are about one hundred times more penetrating than the

a -rays.

The y-rays are identical with very hard X-rays and are very penetrating.

The presence of these rays may be demonstrated by the apparatus called the
' Wilson Cloud Chamber." In this apparatus a small piece of radio-active

material is placed in a chamber containing air saturated with water vapour; the

rays from the radio-active material ionise the air. If the air in the chamber is

suddenly allowed to expand we find the water vapour will condense on the ions

formed in the air along the path of a ray, giving a momentary fog track which
can be photographed, and outlines the path of an individual ray from the radio-

active source.

The ancient Alchemists sought the " Philosopher's Stone " with which they

hoped to transmute base metals into gold, hut as science progressed it was
believed that it was impossible to turn one element into another until the

discovery of radio-activity showed that transmutation of some elements was a

naturally oecuring process. For example it is now known that a piece of radium

has at one stage in its life history been the element uranium; radium will give off

rays and gradually pass through a series of elements until it finally reaches a

stage when it is no longer radio-active. This final element is chemically

indistinguishable from lead. It is now possible to make gold by artificial means
hut only by the bombardment of the more expensive element platinum by fast

moving particles.

There, are two principles that have been the corner-stones of the structure

of modern science. They are:—
I. That matter can be neither created nor destroyed but only altered in

form. (Law of Conservation of Mass).

II. That energy can be neither created nor destroyed but only altered in

form. (Law of Conservation of .Energy).

For all practical purposes these two laws were unaltered and separate until

a lew years ago. Now it is known that they are two phases of a single principle

for we have discovered that energy may sometimes be converted into matter and
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matter into energy. Such a conversion is observed in the phenomenon of the

nuclear fission of uranium, a process in which atomic nuclei sip-lit into fragments

with the release of an enormous amount of energy.

There are two main types of uranium atom—on© has an atomic weight of

238 and the other an atomic weight of 235. (Measured on the same scale

hydrogen has an atomic weight of 1.008). Atoms of the same element but

possessing different atomic weights are called " isotopes." The 238 isotope of

uranium is about one hundred and forty times more abundant in nature than the

235 isotope.

Recently it was discovered that when 235 isotopes of uranium are bombarded
with neutrons the uranium atoms disrupt into two approximately equal parts and
neutrons are released which in their turn split adjacent uranium atoms in the same
manner so that a chain reaction is started which spreads throughout the uranium
mass. If we could weigh a. uranium atom before disruption and then collect all

the pieces together and reweigh them afterwards we would find there was a slight

loss in weight. This is accounted for by the release of the enormous energy during

the actual disruption when some of the mass is converted into energy.

This process has been made use of in the manufacture of "Atomic Bombs"
and it has been estimated that if only one pound of uranium 235 underwent fission

in the above manner the- release of energy would be as much as from 8,000 tons

of T.N.T.
In the atomic bomb explosions only about one-tenth of one per cent, of the

mass of the uranium used was converted into energy. Should a scheme be

devised for converting to energy even as much as a few per cent, of the matter
of some common material , civilization would have the means to commit suicide

at will.

The possible uses of nuclear energy are not all destructive, and the second

direction in which development can be expected is along the paths of peace. The
principal use will probably lie in the generation of industrial power and also the

use of radio-active by-products for scientific and medical purposes.

Radio-active isotopes of many of the commoner elements can be made by the

bombardment of certain atoms by high speed particles. The radio-active isotopes

have the same chemical behaviour as their stable isotopes, only differing in their

ability to give off rays. If radio-active atoms are assimilated or injected in small

quantities into a living body or plant, we may by the use of delicate instruments
follow the paths they take. For example, if we take some radio-active

phosphorus in the form of a harmless phosphate we can study the course of the

phosphorus atoms throughout the body. The radio-active phosphorus atoms
behave in exactly the same way as atoms of ordinary phosphorus taken in the

same state and so indicate the normal course of events when phosphates are

assimilated. That is, the radio-active phosphorus acts as an indicator or "tracer"
element. Radio-active tracer elements administered in this manner are chosen
so that they have only a short "active" life and no serious harm comes to the

patient from the rays given off. The use of radio-active indicators is now playing

an ever increasing role in the advancement of medicine, biology and chemistry.

To-day the peoples of the world are faced with the decision as to whether the

knowledge that the scientists have won in their search for truth will be put to the

betterment or destruction of mankind.

Footnote. Dr. Shaw's address was given at Queen's University and was
illustrated by experiments.—Ed.
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7th March, 1946.

Mr. F. -J. Cole, President, in the Chair.

THE ENGLISH GUINEA COMPANY, 1618-1660.

An early example of the chartered company in colonial development.

John W. Blake, M.A.

The application of the scientific method to th°e study of history during the

past sixty years has produced a new and more vigorous school of historians who
have not been content to pay unquestioning allegiance to the old masters. Their

patient, critical, and as fax as possible objective, research among masses of

original material has indicated that major historical change is as slow, as gradual,

and often as imperceptible, as biological evolution. In consequence, modern
scholars have begun to pay increasing attention to those lacunae which exist in

our knowledge of the past very largely as a result of the fact that the old masters

wrote for a limited and privileged public interested only in the dramatic, the

spectacular and the highly-coloured. The modern trend in historical studies is,

accordingly, to concentrate on the gaps rather than on the epics, and this is what
J hope to attempt in my lecture to-night. I propose to apply the modern
technique to the growth of British relations with West Africa, and I hope to show
that events during the years 1618-60 were not without importance in the obscure

story of the origins of the present British dependencies in that part of the world.

English relations with the negro peoples of West Africa were for nearly two
centuries almost exclusively inspired by the desire to increase trade. If Prince

Henry the Navigator, as the pioneer in overseas exploration in general and the

opening up of black Africa in particular, was tired by the twin noble designs of

increasing European knowledge of the world beyond the 'ocean sea', and, in

the tradition of the medieval crusader, spreading the gospel of Christ among the

peoples of Africa, it cannot be said that the merchants who financed English

operations in Africa until the end of the eighteenth century were materially

influenced by any higher motive or more lasting aim than the advancement of

the commerce of the kingdom. All early relations between Britain and West
Africa were, indeed, exclusively commercial. It was no accident that these

relations were conducted through the medium of chartered companies, and
designed, in a mercantilist age, to promote a. favourable ' balance of trade '.

The motivating principle of expansion in the seventeenth century, to which .we

of the twentieth may well pay heed, was to export or perish in the attempt. The
first tentative gropings of John Tintam and William Fa.bian to promote trade

between London and the Gold Coast (1481) are so obscure that even the name
of the company under which they operated has not survived. 1 Within the more
favourable environment of Tudor England, the effort was renewed, and more
capital was available to invest in the hazard of Guinea voyages. With this age

—

essentially one of experiment—the; ventures of ' on Id William Hawkins ',

1 For all 1 1 io known evidence, see J. W, Blake, Europeans In West Africa, ii (1942). 295-8.
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William Towerson, Martin Frobisher, and Sir John Hawkins are specially

associated. 1 But is was not until the beginning of the Stuart period that the

trade to Guinea was established on a solid and permanent basis. By grant of

1618, James I created a chartered company, whose governor and assistants were

authorised to trade with the coasts of Guinea -and Binney. This company,

organised from the start on a joint-stock basis, underwent various changes of

structure and membership, and, in the end, was replaced at the Restoration

by the company of royal adventurers trading to Africa. Reconstituted in 1672

as the Royal African company, the new venture survived until 1752. By that

time, however, the character 'of English relations with Africa was growing too

complex for mere chartered company administration. Though a new company

was founded, government intervention, as in the affairs of the East India company,

grew more frequent thereafter. Moreover, the new humanitarian spirit of the

time introduced a fresh element into British policy, as exemplified in the

foundation of Freetown for emancipated negroes. The last of the old companies

was extinguished in 1821. 2 The era of purely commercial exploitation closed,

and the complex social and political problems, raised by constant and often

ill-regulated interaction between black and white, began at the outset of the

nineteenth century to receive increasing, if tardy, recognition.

It is Dlainly impossible within the limits of time at my disposal to cover all

the ground from the period of tentative beginnings to the end of the eighteenth

century. I therefore wish with your permission to confine my attention to some
features of English activity on the West Coast during the early part of the

seventeenth century. The story is obscure 'and has not so far been thoroughly

investigated by any competent historian. The reason for this is partly that

students of overseas trade and exploration have in the past tended to see the

early history of West Africa merely as a subsidiary aspect of the Atlantic slave

trade, partly that much of the material for the reconstruction of the story is

relatively inaccessible in foreign archives—in particular Dutch and Portuguese

—

and partly—and I am inclined to think this to be the primary cause of neglect

—

that the groups of merchants trading to Africa during the reigns of James I and
Charles I left no large body of commercial records comparable to the vast mass
of administrative records of the Royal African company now housed among the

treasury papers in the Public Record Office, London. With material thus either

relatively inaccessible or seemingly fragmentary, there has been a tendency to

eschew the study of the subject. But, in fact, the impression that English
records about the' early Stuart companies are fragmentary, if it be widespread,
is in some measure incorrect. It is possible, by collation of manuscript records

of the high court of admiralty, the chancery court and the court of star chamber,
with the better-known, though exiguous, printed authorities and the manuscript
material among the colc-nial state papers, to build up a fairly complete story.

The work is slow and arduous. Admiralty records, in particular, are tough.
Yet the difficulties of the work are not insuperable. This task has occupied my
attention off and on for twelve years, but I must confess that my researches
are not by any means complete. May I therefore be so bold as to offer some
results of incomplete investigation?

Let me first say that the operations of the English Guinea company on the
West Coast were conditioned all through the seventeenth century by those of

other European powers—the Portguuese, the Dutch, the French, the Danes and

l .1. A. Williamson, Maritime enterprise, 1485-1558 (1913) ; Sir John "Hawkins (1027).
a K C. Martin, British West African settlements, 1700-1821 (1.927)

.
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the Swedes, but principally by the Dutch. This was an age of transition. Power
on the West Coast was passing from the Portuguese to the Dutch. During the
earlier part of the century, the authority of the original European discoverers

—

the Portuguese—was on the decline, in the main, I am inclined to think, because
of the sheer physical exhaustion of that people 'as a result of its unprecedented
and concentrated devotion to discovery and conquest overseas since the
momentous capture of Ceuta in the year 1415. Claiming a prescriptive right to

the- entire coast, the Portuguese, as Bosnian put it, ' served for setting-dogs

to spring the game, which as soon as they had done was seized by others '. Their
influence still prevailed far and wide along the coast from Barbary to the Bight.
Their speech was, in perversion, the lingua franca of the coast. Their descendants,
black, white—and brown—were still to be found in remote places and trading
centres, particularly in Nigritia or Northern Guinea ; the ruins of their castles

and ' strong houses ' might still be seen here and there by the? crews of passing
ships. But save in Angola, save along the river mouths in the region about
Cacheo south of Gambia—nucleus of the modern Portuguese Guinea—and save
in the still rich sugar-producing island of Sao Thome, their days of greatness and
commercial monopoly were numbered. It was the Dutch—the ascendant power
in the period of our investigation—who numbered them. On 25 August 1637,

Coionel van Koin, commanding a •war-fleet of the Dutch West India company,
sent by Prince Maurice of Nassau from Brazil, captured the ancient and great

fort of Sao Jorge da Mina [Elmina] from the former holders, the Portuguese.
Elmina castle was the oldest and the largest of the establishments of the latter

on the Gold Coast. They had built it—it was prefabricated in Europe—more
than a century and a half earlier. It had been the centre of their power, and
its guns and attached frigates the terror of all interlopers. Its fall symbolised
the waning of their power, and within five years the Dutch had captured or

destroyed all their other forts and ' strong houses ' on this part of the coast.

The Dutch even held -Sao Thome island and Sao Paulo de Loanda for eight
years (1641-8), and established themselves firmly in Senegambia, taking the
island of Arguin far to the north (an important centre of the gum trade), and
strengthening their hold over Goree and Portendick. This was the high-water
of tlie Dutch tide, which had steadily risen since the incorporation of their West
India company in 1621. Dutch ships—warships and merchantmen—had flooded
into West African waters to inundate and submerge the possessions of their
commercial rivals at a time when the spirit and national pride of the Portuguese
were humiliated, if not crushed, by subjection to His -Most Catholic Majesty of
Spain. Even the recovery of Portuguese independence under John IV in 1640
did not materially or instantaneously influence the situation in West Africa,

for the Dutch utilised the ' ten years' truce ' with John IV (1641-51) to hold
on to their overseas gains. So the Dutch were the ascendant power on the
West Coast: from Elmina after 1637 they dominated the Gold Coast; after 1641,
they controlled the important transatlantic slave trade from Angola and Sao
Thome; and from Arguin and Goree the gum, ivory, hide, and miscellaneous
trades of northern Nigritia.

It is in the light of this international background that the activities of the
English Guinea company must he studied. The story to be unfolded is one of

origins. It is fragmentary. It is still obscure in certain respects. But by and
large it is the story of how within not much more than a generation the
commercial contact of England grew out from the isolated experiments of a
few daring, if speculative, merchant adventurers into the regular traffic of a
rich and recognised joint-stock company, possessing such large properties in

Sierra Leone, on the Gold Coast, and in the West Indies, and exercising so much
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influence on the government of the kingdom, as to be able to establish a connection

between England and West Africa, which has survived without interruption

from then down to our own times.

The story begins in 1609, and it begins with a name, John Davis. John Davis

was a London merchant, rich and daring, if the scanty records of his career have

any meaning. It was he who sponsored the foundation of the Guinea company

of 1618, which was the first regular incorporation of an English company trading

to West Africa; and he dominated the company until his death nine years later.

Davis dwelt in the Stock Market in Walbrook ward, London. He had first

engaged in fitting out privateers against Spanish shipping during the last years

of the reign of Queen Elizabeth. He had built up a wide commercial connection

with Spain, the West Indies, the African islands, and Guiana. His first definite

association with the Guinea trade seems to have begun in April 1609, when die

secured the protection of the lord high admiral for a voyage on which he proposed

to send the Resistance to 'the parts beyond the seas, namely C.inney, Binney,

and Brazil I do not know whether the Resistance ever set sail. But it is

clear from other records that, possibly earlier, and certainly henceforward, Davis

was financing ambitious operations in Guinea and the West Indies. His out-

cargoes
—

' manieles ' especially—show that he was dabbling in the slave trade

between the African coast and the West Indies. The double evidence, moreover,

of his employing resident factors in Guinea as early as the winter of 1610-11

(Edmund Towers), and his petitioning the privy council for the sole right for

twenty-one years to import redwood from Guinea and Binney (1614) on the

ground that he had been seeking it previously for seven years and more, clearly

demonstrate the design of the voyage of the Resistance in 1609. Like all his

successors, Davis incurred lie ivy losses from time to time: one of his ships, the

Abigail, sent to Guinea in April 1611, was attacked on her way out by Hollanders

off the Barbary coast in July following, and all her goods confiscated. But the

wide ramifications of his commercial interests allowed him to cushion incidental

losses, and, in addition, he was able to recoup himself by fitting out privateers.

So he was able to persist in his effort to open the Guinea trade. The records

show that on at least five separate occasions prior to the year 1618, his ships went

back to the Guinea coast, though I know nothing of his balance sheet at this

time. It is evident, however, that his experiences during these tentative years

impressed upon him the imperative need for more capital and the backing of the

government. To develop the trade in which he was specially interested, he must
safeguard his ships against piracy—at that time very prevalent near Barbary and

the African islands—and he must overcome Portuguese resistance and Dutch
competition. 'More capital and more prestige were needed. To ensure against

loss on individual voyages resident factors must be kept in Africa, and factories

or 'strong houses1 ' erected, where the agents could live and the .surplus goods

be stored. If they wanted material success, the English must ape their Dutch
and French rivals.

It seems to have been in accordance 'with these ideas that, on 16 November
1618, the company of adventurers of London trading into the parts of Africa
was incorporated. Its members, including Lord Rich, Sir Ferdinando Gorges,
Sir William St. John, and John Davis, were authorised to have the exclusive
right of trade to Guinea and Binney. The company was to be ruled by an
elected governor and a council of twelve assistants or directors, with power to

1 PRO., H.C.A. 1/48, 17 May 1610; H.G.A. 14/39, no. 85.
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appoint necessary officers including a secretary and a treasurer. The company
w as to hold regular courts for the transaction of business arising out of the joint-

stock undertaking', and to make and enforce laws and regulations, always providing

that the laws of the company were not repugnant to the laws of the realm.

In addition, the company was to have power to hold land and to purchase land

and tenements. Its seal was carefully described in the charter. The seal was
to be engraved

:

and set forth in manner and form following, that is to say: On the one side the

coasts and rivers otf the said parts of Africa with a ship at anchor with many
little shallops with oars issuing' out and going up the rivers upon discovery

rounded with the title «>r the said Company, and on the other side with, the

image of the Royal Person .of Us our heirs and successors.

The company started off with a great sounding of trumpets. During the

first three winters of its existence, the governor and directors sent out three

consecutive expeditions to the Gambia, instructing their agents and servants to

blaze a trail inland along the line of the river until they reached the source of

the gold dust which for generations had been brought across the Sahara by
Arab merchants. Three times they adventured, and three times they failed.

The insuperable obstacles of the Barraconda falls, the enmity of Portuguese
renegades, the unhelpful suspicion of the nomadic Arab merchants whose liveli-

hood depended upon the successful preservation of the secrets of the desert gold

trade, fevers, their own excesses, and the intolerable climate, denied the intrepid

English merchants and mariners even a modicum of success. The first Gambia
voyage proved a dead loss; the second scarcely any better; the third showed an
improvement, but the cargo brought home to London was composed of hides,

ivory, wax and ambergris. No gold was obtained at all, significant testimony to

the utter failure of the proclaimed objective of the company. Its balance sheet

in the spring of 1621 showed that the total loss bj the three vovages amounted
to £5,600 8s. 4d. !

It has often been inferred that the return of the Syon from the third voyage
marked the end of the effective operations of the company of 1618. The members
were hopelessly bankrupt. The company had failed to reach its goal, and now,
when its fortunes were low, it became the bait of greedy rivals who, in the
spirit of the great debates on monopolies in the English House of Commons
(1621 and 1624), denounced the exclusive privileges granted to the company,
and called for their annulment on the ground that monopoly in the African
trade was prejudicing the national interest in general and forcing up the prices
of gum arabic and redwood in particular. The government of James I, it has
been 'suggested, under constant attack itself, gave ear to this particular grievance,
surrendered, and withdrew the privileges formerly granted to the Guinea
c-i inipany.

In point of fact, this is only half the story. Let it be noted, first, that,
if the formal objective of the company was to penetrate into the interior or at
least to tap the gold-bearing region of the western Sudan, John Davis had from
the start looked upon the company as a means of promoting a trade in redwood
further to the south. Long experience of the hazards of remote maritime
commerce in that uncertain age had presumably taught him the dangers of
undivided investment in a single type of venture. He was too shrewd to put
al! his eggs in one basket. His business interests were prudently dispersed,
and, if he contributed his proper share to the joint-stock for the Gambia enter-
prise, lie did not neglect his older interest in the redwood trade of Sierra Leone.
This dated at least from 1614, when he had sent the Ccntaurc thither, and at
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the same time petitioned the privy council for the sole right to pursue this

particular trade. After 1618, scarcely had the company got under way than he

secured from the directors the exclusive privilege of traffic to Sierra Leone,

apparently in return for becoming security for the repayment of one of the

company's many loans:

the Governors articulate did give full power, licence, and authority to the

articulate John Davis, his deputies, factors and assigns, to have, use, exercise,

and enjoy, the whole, entire, and only trade, liberty, use and privilege of trade

to the river of Serelean articulate, and to all creeks, ports and havens thereto

adjoining:^

This is a most illuminating piece of information. What Davis had failed to get

from the privy council a few years previously, he now secured from the new
governor and company of adventurers trading to Africa, a fact which suggests

that it was he more than any other who had engineered the formation of the

company. Davis, a keen businessman, had foreseen the potentialities of the

dye-wood trade as a profit-making investment. Looked at from this point of

view, the company of 1618 was a subtle manoeuvre, skilfully engineered by

Davis in order to give him the opportunity he so much desired to develop without

interruption and alone the valuable redwood trade.

He did, in fact, take advantage of the grant from the company to operate

a regular service to and from the estuaries of Sierra Leone. The passing centuries

have, long hidden the full scope of his activities. All that can be recovered from

the ruin of old records is that he instituted a fairly regular trade until his death.

Quite suddenly, his name disappears from the files of litigation in which he was
so often involved. Growing old when Charles I succeeded his father in 1625,

he died in, the following year. His career epitomises the transition from
Elizabethan to Early Stuart times, from occasional filibustering raids to regular

and quiet trade on the West Coast. As a young man, an Elizabethan, he was
the prototype of John Hawkins, fitting out privateers to prey upon the Spaniard
in the year of the Armada and evidently dabbling in the slave trade. But as

he matured, he grew into the way of merchants in the age of the Early Stuarts,

turned more and more to quiet trade, and in his last years his whole effort seems
to have been to establish the African trade upon a sound and regular foundation.
1 do not know whether he succeeded at long last in making the fortune in the
redwood trade which he anticipated. But this at least can be said of him: that

he initiated a long and uninterrupted English connection with Sierra Leone,
and that, when he passes out of the records, the company, which he helped
to found, is well set to begin that important expansion which distinguished its

achievement under Charles I.

If Davis feared competition, he was not disappointed. Almost as soon as
he applied himself to the Sierra Leone trade under the protection of the Guinea
company, rivals entered the field, and four London merchants in particular:
Humphrey Slaney, William Cloberry, Nicholas Crisp, and John Wood, Students
of the history of the company of 1618, in so far as they have been familiar at
all with the careers of these men, have always regarded them as interlopers, who,
ignoring the monopoly granted to the company, sent their ships boldly into the
prohibited area of 'Guinea and Binney '. Dr. H..C. Martin, describing what
she implies to have been the inception'of the Guinea company of 1631, goes so
far as to assert that it was composed of ' some of the interlopers who had broken

1 P.R.O., H.C.A. 13/106, 25 January 1623.
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down the Gvnney Company's (monopoly'.1 More detailed research into

administrative' records lias disclosed that this picture of the end of the company

0f 1618 is as incomplete as the old story of its beginning. The terms

of t.ne charter of 1618 were flexible enough to allow newcomers to join.

Un the one hand, the governor and company were empowered to grant licences

for trade to applicants. On the other, they were authorised to admit new

members on payment of an entrance fee of twenty shillings. It was in accordance

with these conditions that Slaney, Crisp, Cloberry and Wood joined the company

during the decade alter 1620.

Firs I came Slaney, a London haberdasher, born in 1560, experienced in the

Iberian, Levantine, Virginian and Labrador trades. Like Davis, he had wide

commercial interests, and in all Ins ventures he displayed the same determined

temper to explore every opportunity of profit in remote oversea trade regardless

0f the hazard. Trior to the incorporation of the Guinea company, he had sent

the Hearts' Desire to-imporl redwood from Sierra Leone. In April, 1616, his

agents:
did agree wiih, the King of Sirra Leone lor wood to lade has ships, and sent

up [Philip Fowler] anil the rest of the ship's company into the weeds; who for

Hi,, us,, of their merchants did cut wood by ihe spare of a month, and, having .

t-:int, their wood and paid the King for it. . . . procured it to he 'brought to the

water-side, and all duties whatsoever being discharged tor it save only Ihe

portage to the negroes who brought it down.

2

When the company of 1618 was formed, Slaney, finding himself excluded, had

taken advantage of the terms governing membership to become one of the

partners. He was associated in the venture of the Syon to the Gambia during

the w inter of 1020-1, and in the same year he was ^active in the Sierra Leone

trade. His interest in the African trade continued thereafter without interruption

until his death in the year 1637. He introduced his son, John Slaney, and his

son-in-law, William Cloberry, into the trade; and it was he who promoted the

membership of John Wood, one of his apprentices. John Slaney was never very-

active; but Cloberry proved as keen a member as his father-in-law, and when
he died (1040), his business interests seem to have been taken over by his brother,

Oliver. Nicholas Crisp is mentioned first as a member of the company in 1025.

Whether he was interested in the African trade before this J do not know, but

from this time onwards he played an increasingly important part in the activities

of the company, sharing the good and the bad with the other partners, and in

1029 evidently purchasing so large a. share in the joint-stock as to he able to

exercise a decisive influence on its affairs until 1044. Crisp, indeed, a minor

capitalist, prominent in government circles especially on the side of the king

during the civil war, was the leading figure in the company for many years, and
in 1644, when the parliamentarians confiscated much of his property, he was
said to own half of the stock of the company. Wood, at first merely an apprentice

in service to Slaney, gradually acquired an interest in the company. Born in

1598, he would have attained his majority in 1019, and. a few years later had
become a recognised member of the company. As an active member, his career

surpassed in length all the others: his special contribution was to operate the

redwood trade until the middle of the century, and to open up an important trade

in sugar with the planters of the island of Sao Tome.

Less than a decade after the foundation of the company, control over its

affairs passed into the hands of this select group of new members. Time had

1 Cambriitge History of the British Empire, i (1059). 438.

2 P.P.O., H.C.A. 1/48, 16 September 1617.
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stolen its victims. 'The ablest of St. John's company', argued the new

members in applying for a new grant, ' were dead ', and with the passing -of the

old and the coming of the new, there came new ideas, particularly the idea of

prosecuting a trade on the Gold Coast. The company experienced a lean time

during the middle 'twenties. The minds of the members were much concerned,

moreover, with the effects upon their trade of the outbreak of war with France,

in March 1627 ; for France was a power to be reckoned with, not only at sea,

but also in Senegal and Sierra Leone, while Cardinal Richelieu was keenly alive

to the importance of trade. If the English company could count on letters of

marque to recoup their losses, the French could do the same; and so it proved.

Reports of losses trickled in to London. Early in April 1627, the diaries, on

her way home from Sierra Leone with a rich cargo of fifteen tons of ivory and

seventy-five tons of ' Cinney wood', was seized off Ushant by Dunkirkers.

Worse news came some two years later when the Benediction was made prize

in Senegal Road by Captain Bontemps and carried into Dieppe, a seizure which,

claimed Crisp and Slaney, cost them £20,000. To crown their discomfort, they

lost a third ship, the pinnace Humphrey—its cargo of redwood valued at £600

—

captured near Sierra Leone on Christmas Day, 1630, which, they complained,

like the loss of the Benediction, was intolerable, because, the war between the

two countries had ended in the previous April.

These heavy losses, if they frayed tempers at company meetings, also

prejudiced the Vfery existence of the. company. Nicholas Crisp, by this time the

largest shareholder, stood to lose most; and his losses, combined with the

impending bankruptcy of the company, seem to have prompted him to instigate

proceedings in the chancery court against the other members on the ground that

they owed him money. The company was certainly heavily in debt at this time,

partly because some of the members' subscriptions were overdue and still unpaid.

The faces of the directors must have looked glum indeed at their courts.. Crisp

seems to have, presided himself as deputy governor at these last meetings' of the

old company. He did his best to present a bold front, when creditors clamoured

for payment, by arguing that he himself w as ' in danger and like to lose above

£300 by the said company '. But time brought no prospect of the redemption

of old debts, the outstanding subscriptions did not come in, and in the end Crisp

seems to have become convinced that the only way out of the impasse was

by company reorganisation. If new vigour were to be infused into the old

company, it must have a new charter. Crisp, if a little too ready to speculate,

was nevertheless a man of initiative and imagination. He deplored the success

of the Dutch and the French on the Senegal river where his own countrymen
had failed, looked to a more venturesome expansion of the company's operations

in Sierra Leone and Sherbro, and, above all, his eyes were focused on the Gold

Coast. The original experiment to tap the gold source by penetrating overland

from the mouth of the Gambia had proved a miserable failure. Why then not

copy the strategy of the Dutch West India company by establishing a footing

on the Gold Coast, where for more than a century and a half the Portuguese
tiad reigned supreme? Their very enfeeblement was an added incentive, and
what the Dutch could do, the English could emulate. Bepulsed twice before

Eimina (1599 and 1625), the Dutch were nevertheless well established by now
on the Gold Coast, and they would almost certainly repeat their attempt to

capture the fort within the next year or two. Such an event would offer a unique
opportunity for the English to steal in and establish themselves strongly, while
the . Dutch and the Portuguese were struggling for mastery of the gold-producing
region. It was in these circumstances that the grant to the company was renewed
on 25 June 1631, for a period of thirty-one years, and the members were now
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authorised to have the exclusive trade of the whole of the African coast from

Cape Bojador to the Cape of Good Hope. It was in these circumstances, too,

that the company seriously opened operations on the Gold Coast.

But enough for the personnel and management of the company in London.

Suffice it to add that the reorganised company was responsible for the unbroken

development of the trade during the next twenty years, that death removed great

figures in the company (Slaney and Cloberry) in a decade, that Crisp perforce

severed his connection in 1644, and that John Wood, peculiarly interested in

the redwood trade of the Sherbro (where Crisp had concentrated on the gold trade

at Cormantine), remained as the director of operations until, owing to the

increasing pressure of interlopers, the company was again reorganised in the year

1651. Then, new men came upon the scene, Rowland Wilson, and the all-

powerful merchant, Maurice Thompson, who was so active behind the scenes

financing the parliamentarians. But the civil war and the interregnum was a

stormy background to commercial development, and the company did not prosper,

or at' least so its members alleged. Its monopoly after 1651 was limited to

20 leagues on either side of Cormantine fort on the Gold Coast and of the factory

of Beramony on the Sherbro, and a clear field elsewhere was opened to the

interlopers,
' whose dominant interest lay in the transatlantic slave trade.

Confronted by rising difficulties, Dutch and Swedish competition, losses at sea

during the Anglo-Dutch war (1652-4), pillage from the privateering Prince Rupert,

and negro disturbances on the Gold Coast, the company experienced lean years,

and in 1657 tiie merchants even leased their properties on the Gold Coast to the

Last India company. Complete reorganisation came with the Restoration.

But what of the other end of the line in Africa? To give balance to this brief

glimpse of the English Guinea company, I would like to say a few words about

how the agents, factors, and servants of the company conducted its business on

the West Coast. In the development of English enterprise on the coast, the

special contribution of the company of 1618 was to set up a ' factory ' in the

estuary of the Sherbro; that of the reorganised company to open up the trade

m gold dust on the Gold Coast, build a factory, and, later, a fort at Cormantine, 1

establish other factories at Ardra, Wiamba, Cabo Corso [Cape Coast Castle],

and Anamabo, push out its commercial tentacles to Benin, where the factory

of Wydah may have been established, and to Sao Thome with a view to developing

the sugar trade, and organise a West India interest obviously connected with

the development of the slave trade. 2

Their transactions were exclusively confined to the coast, but in the promotion
of their business they entered into intimate relations with some of the native

chiefs. The negro peoples along the coast were organised, as they still are, into

a great number of tiny tribal kingdoms, though here and there a chieftain, or even

a "eaboeeira '

,
mighty in w ar. either on the 'coast (e.g. the king of Fantyn) or

just behind it (e.g. the ruler of the Ashantis) might succeed for a time in

subjecting many of the neighbouring tribes to himself. Tribe was constantly
warring with tribe. Slavery was an accepted institution, though its nature was
governed by an elaborate body of customary law. Migrations from the interior,

or from the more remote region of central Africa, periodically upset the balance

l d. Zcok, Company of Royal Adventurers (1919) sla.t e^- (p. 6) that Crisp was
responsible for the building of Cormantine in 1624. There is no evidence to support
the statement.

i The company possessed plantations in the Barbados (1644).
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of power among the coastal tribes. There was little stability and less peace.

All this the Europeans knew. But if they were in some measure familiar with

tribal organisation and tribal customs on those parts of the coast where barter

between black and white was centuries old, they knew little or nothing about

the interior. To quote a classic example of their ignorance of the geography of

the interior, the Gambia and the Senegal were still thought to be the mouths of

the Niger, and the Niger itself was visualised by many a contemporary

cartographer as a western branch of the Nile. They were, indeed, virtually

debarred from extending their knowledge, partly by want of inclination, partly

by native or Islamic suspicion of the christian traders, and partly by the physical

and climatic obstacles to penetration inland. The low-lying, wet, malaria

-

nifested areas on the coast, as among the mangrove swamps of Sierra Leone,

were fatal to Europeans. The sheer physical obstacles which the enquiring white

must overcome, if he would make his way inland, were more than enough to

deter him—the thick undergrowth of the forest belt not far behind the coast, the

problem of supplies, his ignorance of river navigation and its difficulties, the

varying water-depth according to the season, and the cataracts and falls at the

fall line, where the interior plateau of the western Sudan drops suddenly to the

Level of the coastal plain and generally marks the limit of river navigation from

the coast. The European in the seventeenth century, let it be recalled, did not

possess our modern aids to exploration—mechanical transport, aerial photography,

and a scientifically filled medicine chest ; and all-too-often he was neither sober

nor disciplined in his habits. True, there were occasional exceptions. Such a

man was the intrepid Richard Jobson, who, pushing far up the Gambia in 1621,

has left us a most interesting account of the tribes who inhabited the region of

Cantor and Cassan. He likened the native women to the Irish of his day.

indeed, he shows a distinct partiality for comparisons with Ireland, doubtless

arising from the fact that the English merchant adventurers who sponsored the

opening up of . the West African coast to their countrymen, the West Indian

islands, and the Virginian plantation, were also conversant with, and in some
sense responsible for, the Ulster plantation; and they looked upon all such under-

takings in the same light and with the same attitude of mind. He gives us, too,

a delightful picture of a palaver between his colleagues and a native potentate. 1

But Jobson was almost unique among his countrymen. For the most part, the

European trader's interest during the seventeenth century was limited to the

profits accruing from barter on the coast, and so he was content to settle himself

in a fortified house either on the Gold Coast near the mouth of one of the many
little streams which run down to the sea from the mountains in the interior, or at

the head of one of the lagoons among the mangroves and the redwood forests al

Sierra Leone. This, in itself, if it could he done, was no mean achievement in the

seventeenth century, and this at least was the central aim of the members of the
English Guinea company.

From the outset, the European on the coast had grasped the imperative need
for protecting himself and his trade. Barter was hazardous. The season of

barter was conditioned by the climate. Tropical rains—an invariable feature

on' the coast during the northern summer, ranging from May to October according
to the place, and sometimes recurring—confined the barter season to 'the northern
winter, even as it set a limit to negro warfare and negro migrations. The exchange
of goods, then, perforce occurred at those very seasons, when the belligerent

instincts of the native were most active. More than this, the Guinea voyage was

1 Jotoson, Golden trade (1623), pp. 46, 76.
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lona, hazardous, and complicated on the return by adverse winds and the Guinea

current. A northern winter—the dry season when the strong harmattan blew

off the sea—was barely long enough to allow a voyage to be completed successfully,

especially if the destination were remote, or the doldrums impeded swift sailing.

Delay on the out-voyage, indeed, might mean that on arrival the market on

the coast would be dead, the seasonal produce of the interior—gold dust, hides,

ivory, gum, etc.—borne down to the coast by native carriers along the narrow,

ueglei ted, forest paths, winch served for roads, already bartered away and shipped

home to Europe by those who had come and gone. All this, and much more as

the rivalry between the European powers increased, suggested the value of

permanent stations on the coast. The Portuguese, first on the coast, had learned

the ways of the trade in the fifteenth century. Their rivals," in the seventeenth,

copied them. Dutch, English, French, Swedes, Danes, and Brandenburgers,

Like the Japanese in much later days, aped the ways of the older power, in the

secret hope of ousting him from his monopoly. So now the English Guinea

company planned forts on those parts of the coast' where their trade was old

or important.

Tlie whole question of the building of the early walled factories and battle-

mented forts on the West Coast is obscure. Fascinating though it would he

to wander through the long scientific process of unravelling the evidence on

this subject, we must be content to explain some of the contradictions in it, and to

observe the shape and purpose of the two chief English stations on the coast.

Conflicting allegations in the records are in large measure the product of claim

and counter-claim to the several forts and factories, based on prescriptive right,

advanced by the respective European powers in self-defence, either of the

principle of monopoly against the charges of their own nationals, or of their title

to possession against the aggressions of rival powers. But much of the available

evidence has been wrongly interpreted by later writers, who failed to understand
the conditions governing the prosecution of the African trade. The erection of a

fort was often the climax to a long period of successful trade along a particular

stretch of the coast, during which the interested merchants graduated through
a series of ascending stages of intimacy with the local native ruler. These broad
stages were: (1) occasional voyages to the particular centre of barter; (2) the

maintaining of a ' factory ship} ' off the coast, equipped and manned for a season

or a whole year, and serving as a, base of supply for light pinnaces which ran

inshore to barter; (3) the hiring from the local ruler of a '.strong house' or a

market houssi ', this being a- sort of warehouse, constructed bv the negroes out

of mud and straw or reeds, and hired for a season or longer; (4) the negotiation

of an agreement with the native ruler, by which, in return for the payment of

tribute, the giving of presents, or the levying of duties, the European merchant
secured from the local ruler the right to have the sole trade, of the whole, or part,

of the territory under his. control; and, as a development out of this elementary
diplomacy, (5) the purchase of a lease of territory from the local ruler who acts
in the name of the tribe; and so (6) the erection of a factory or fort on the
leased territory. Barter, organised on so varying, vague, and complicated a

basis, was bound to give rise to many disputes, and so it proved. There is plenty
of evidence to show that the trade of the English Guinea company was carried on
under sum' of these conditions at different times and oil different sections of the
coast.

The outcome of their special interest in the redwood trade was the erection
of a factory on the Sherbro. I cannot give you a very clear picture of it. John
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Davis, the pioneer in the redwood trade, had from the start appreciated the

potential value of a factory in Sierra Leone. Eight years prior to the incorpora-

tion of the Guinea company, he had kept an agent in Guinea. Shortly before

his death, his plan had been realised, and a factory had been built. As Timothy

Howard alleged in the high court of admiralty, _he went to Guinea in January

1628:

a,s a factor . . . sent to Ginny and Binny by that Company, and was placed

in a factory in the river of Sherbarrowe in BiMiey, where this exanimate bought

lor the use ictf that Company one hundred and ten tons or thereabouts of redwood

and some elephants' teeth .i

Other witnesses in the court confirmed this, including Hugh Mulgrove, the chief

factor for the company resident on the Sherbro, while later evidence—a mass

of it—shows that this factory was established at Beramony on the bank of the

lagoon known as the Kit tain, which flows out into the Sherbro. As the records

indicate, moreover, the building of the factory at Beramony was preceded by all

the pomp and circumstance that normally attached to seeking the permission

of a local native potentate to pursue trade and establish a ' strong house '—the

open-air palaver, sheltered from the heat of the sun's rays by an erection of timber

and reeds, the giving of presents, the paying of customs, etc. But on all this

the records are extremely fragmentary. By' careful piecing together of these

fragments, however, we can known that for twenty years thereafter the English

continued to prosecute the redwood trade in Sherbro without interruption.

Kedwood (camwood) was much in demand in an age when dyes were hard to

come by, and the camwood of Sherbro was relatively easy to procure and very-

valuable to the London dyers. Sherbro river, recorded Barbot (1685), yielded

camwood

:

a much better sort of redwood, for dyers' use, than the Brazil, and -accounted the

best in ah Guinea. It will serve seven times over, and the last time is still

effectual. 2 «

John Wood, the company merchant who showed the deepest interest in this

particular trade, spent vast sums of money in pursuing it, he himself alleging

that it had cost him from £2,000 to £3,0(10 a year for the prosecution of the

trade and the maintenance of the factory. The size of the factory was gradually

extended, agents appointed to the places where the wood was cut and prepared,

and the number of company servants and negro attendants increased. In the

'forties, we get more than a glimpse of the factory. During fourteen years

(1634-48), James Holder had served as the company's chief factor at Beramony,
living in the friendliest relations with the local potentate, King Towa, and
receiving a salary of £100 per year (the equivalent of at least £2,000 to-day).

He had obtained permission from King Towa for John Wood and the company
to have the sole trade of redwood in his dominions, and, in March 1647, when
interlopers threatened the security of the trade, he entered into a new agreement
with the local king to confirm and consolidate the rights of the company. As
this, is the earliest agreement for the negotiation of a lease between a British

agent and an African prince, of which fairly full details survive, it is worthy
of closer notice.

For ten years and more prior to the purchase, recorded a witness in the high
court of admiralty, John Wood and his agents had been freely permitted by
King Towa

:

1 P.R.O., H.C.A. 13/48, 14 July 1639.

? Description of Guinea (1732), p. 107.
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to trade with the said negroes in the said river of Certoe.ro, and in the parts or

streams) thereof, commonly known by the names of Kiddain, Marap and Melyn.i

When the threat- of competition developed, James Holder, .acting in the name
of Wood and the Guinea company, entered into agreement with Towa by which
the latter:

sold lor transferred all his right or title or interest in and to the said River of

Cerfoero unto the interrogate James Holder . . . and for the said Wood's use.2

The price of the purchase was clothes, brass, strong water, and the like. The
agreement was made in writing, of which contemporaries had seen copies written

m English and witnessed by three of the servants of the company, Wood Soames,
John Blake, and George Key. 3 Under its terms, the company was entitled not

merely to exclusive trade in the adjacent lagoons, but also enjoyed power to

prevent others from trading there. So the company established a firm footing,

on the Sherbro, a position from which the English have never since retreated.

Of Cormantine, the English fort in the kingdom of Fantyn on the Gold Coast,

we know much and yet little; much in the sense that records are full, and little

in that I do not know precisely when it was built, what terms of agreement were
made at the outset between the company and the ruler of Fantyn, or what the

fort looked like when it was so built. 'At Cormanthine upon that coast*,

alleged George Ireland, a mariner long experienced in the Guinea navigation,,

in July 1646, ' the English have a fort and a settled factory '. Yet there is

evidence that the factory existed at least from 1632, and there is ample proof in

the records of the scale of the company's activities at Cormantine onwards from
I6oo. We have, moreover, a list of the wages clue to the servants of the company
at Cormantine for the year 1644, 4 and among these servants are mentioned the.

factor, the surgeon, a carpenter, a bricklayer, a labourer, though significantly

no clergyman ! Religion was out of place in the maelstrom of Gold Coast politics

and the feverish seeking after material wealth. Cormantine fort changed hands
frequently in the war between the European powers. A .few years after the

Restoration it passed into Dutch -hands, captured by De Ruyter, and it was much
enlarged and beautified by. them in the years 1681-2. Barbot made a woodcut
of it (1685); his cut shows it as solid, built on a hill, walled, bastioned, battie-

mented, with a central tower surmounted by a. cupola. It is, he wrote:

A square fort, built with hard rock stone and lime, strengthened toy three small,
and -one fine large Battery, mounted with twenty pieces of cannon; and within is

a very large square tower, in the midst of it, designed to have- a cupola on it,

where the flag-staff stands. There are very good lodgings, and all offices for the
service of the commander and garrison, consisting of twenty-five white men,
besides Grome'tto Blanks. The breastworks are large, and the prospect from the.
top of the tower delightful, overlooking all the sea and the country. Large:
convenient cisterns are made in it to hold rain water . . . The fort is strong by
nature, as standing oa a high rocky hill, in most places steep and craggy and
only accessible by a lane cut oust into steps along the descent o-f the hill.

5

The story of the company on the Gold Coast is fascinating. Even more
fascinating is the study of tribal customs and the elaborate rules governing;

commerce, prices on the coast, and the machinery of the barter. The behaviour
of the company's servants is sometimes disgusting, often amusing. But it is

time for me to close. The main achievement of the. English Guinea company

1 P.B.O., H.C.A. 13/61, 28 June 1048.

P.R.O., H.C.A. 13/61, 28 June 1643 : Deposition of George Frank.
:s P.B.O., H.CX"l3/6i, 28 June 1648.

4 s.p. 16/540, no. 377.

5 Description of Guinea, p. 177.
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in West Africa during these years was to set the seaborne trade there upon a

regular foundation, and to establish an unbroken connection which has survived

to our own day. This was the achievement of a remarkable group of men, to whom
we pay all-too-little tribute. The line of descent is clear—Davis—Slaney

—

(Jloberry and Crisp—Wood—Wilson, and 'Maurice Thompson: they were the

founders of the modern British colonies of Gambia, Sierra Leone and the Gold
Coast: these men were pioneers, and most of all, John Davis. Prior to them,
tentative English adventurers, penetrating to the West Coast, had produced no
permanent results. But these early Stuart pioneers, building upon the

accumulated experience of their forbears, left their mark indelible, built their

forts, opened up the gold, redwood and ivory trades, launched the transatlantic

slave trade upon its long and questionable career, and set the pattern for

negotiations with the negro chiefs. liecognising the inherent dependence of

Britain upon foreign trade, they risked all to expand the export market and to

win for England a favourable balance of trade. As we need American dollars,

so they saw the need for silver pieces of eight and golden guineas. Venturesome
and enterprising, vigorous and often unscrupulous, they were bold and whole-
hearted. Their peculiar strength lay in their power to plan ambitiously, and,

confronted by apparently insuperable obstacles, to put their plans into successful

execution. May we hope that both the spirit and the lessons of the past have
not been lost upon our own generation, for the problems which confront the

United Kingdom to-day are in so many ways comparable to those which faced
•John Davis. He and his friends clearly saw that England's wealth lay in seaborne
trade, and they were not found wanting. Industrialism has long since trans-

formed the scene in our country, but industrialisation has only served to emphasise
our essential dependence upon the fragile export'trade.
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ARCH/EOLOGICAL SECTION.

Mi:. Omveb Dwiks. M.A., in the Chair.

THE IRTSH TOWER-HOUSE CASTLE.

E. G. Leask, M . A •.
! . . M.R.LA.

Of the very numerous ' castles ' recorded in partial surveys of the XVIth and
XVI I th centuries, show n on maps old or new, oil still standing in ruins in

Ireland the majority were—or are—of the tower-house type. That is to say,

fortified houses of tower form (with appendages of lesser height which have
usually vanished because of their lighter construction), the normal residences of

the lesser gentry, both Anglo-Norman and native Irish. The type belongs

specially to the period from circa 1450 to the first decades after KiOO. It finally

went out of fashion at the Great Rebellion.

Writers and others often speak' of these towers as ' Norman ' castles. This

is a misconception since both the liibernicized Norman and the native gentleman
built and used structures of the type. The term Norman should be applied only

to the truly military erections, with massive keep or gate-house, thick curtain

walls and flanking towers, put up between 1180 and circa 1310. These great

buildings were only incidentally residences; their primary purpose was military.

In considering the tower-house regard must first bei directed to the history

of the country in the century and a half or thereabouts prior to its appearance.

The great building activity, both la\ and ecclesiastical, which characterized the

XIHth century, continued with fair vigour into the first two decades of the

next. Castle building is not, of course, symptomatic of peaceful conditions. The
times were certainly not peaceful. None the less the church and monastery
builders do not seem to have been greatly hindered or deterred from their

activity during this period. But, in May 1315 Edward Bruce and his compact
army of 0,000 veterans landed at Lame and was joined by many of the Irish and
the border Anglo-Irish. There ensued more than three years of bitter strife,

and its attendant destruction, followed by famine. The hard-pressed Anglo-

Norman lordship exerted itself however and reached the brief peak point of its

power about 132?. In the years following the 'English interest waned, largely

perhaps, because of the .rebellion and disloyalty of the lesser Normans. The
Lister chiefs extinguished the northern Burkes, while in Connacht the younger

branches of that family began their rise to power and influence. As Professor

Curtis says; " in hundreds of petty battles, within a hundred years, the Gaelic

(duels recovered large parts of their former lordships." As if this continuous

warfare were not enough in itself to stop all building effort, pestilence, in the

form ol the Black Death, came in 1340. It played its part in reducing the

Anglo-Irish, based mainly upon the towns, in far greater proportion than the

rural dwelling Gael. Strife, destruction and pestilence combined seem to have
caused a cessation of any building activity of importance for over a century before

about 1440 or 1 150. Certainly there is no church, castle or abbey which can show

much evidence ol' undoubtedly late XlVth century work.

The Gaelic Recovery—Curtis's term for the period between 1399 and 1477

—

through which Ireland " became a chequer board for an aristocracy derived from
both nations," sets the stage for the remarkable outburst of building work which
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characterizes the later years of this period. It began with the extension and
beautifying of the existing monastic establishments, by the addition of

belfry towers and elaborate cloisters, and went on to the erection of completely
new houses for the friars, both mendicant and preaching. Later it developed into

a perfect spate of building for the laymen. There can be little doubt that

the unrecorded bands of masons, who at first worked for the church and the

monastic orders, were later employed by lay clients who desired to secure

themselves, in fairly defensible residences, on their lands. The similarity in

design and construction, especially in masonry technique, between the monastic
belfries of the XVth century and the tower-houses cannot be accidental; the same
building tradition is patent and implies that the same craftsmen and
their descendants carried it on through the succeeding century.

It is tempting to seek the origin of the towers in what are known as

the " £10 Castles," erected in the Pale during the early XVth century. These
were the outcome of the statute of 8 Henry VI. (1429), whereby every liegeman
of the King, " who -chooses to build a castle or tower, sufficiently embattled and
fortified," within the following ten years, of the curiously small (and probably
minimum) dimensions of 20 feet by 16 feet by 40 feet in height, should be paid

by the Commons of the named counties of the Pale ten pounds by way of subsidy.

Somewhat later another and similar Act reduces the dimensions further, i.e. to

18 feet by 12 feet. Doubtless these dimensions were internal. While there

seems to be no example surviving precisely of the statute size, there is a tower
at Donore, Co. Meath, the dimensions of which are intermediate to those laid

down by statute. Donore is a very simple building with rounded corners and
a three-quarter-round staircase turret at one angle. It is vaulted over

at mid-height, has fireplaces, cupboards and a garderobe. Its windows are very

small, mere loops.

But the £10 castles seem to have been intended as defences for the Pale

borders rather than as residences. A much more developed and livable type

began to be built about the same time. An excellent example of this survives

at Kilclief, Co. Down, which was in all probability built by Bishop Cely between
1412 arid 1440. It lias two turrets, square in plan, projecting forward on the

entrance side—extensions of the side walls. These turrets are connected just

below the parapet level by a bold arch behind which is a defensive slot through

which missiles could be dropped upon assailants of the doorway or wall below.

One turret contains the winding stairs or vice; the other small chambers and a

garderobe. Two other short turrets crown the remaining corners of the tower
and all four rise a full storey above the alure or wall-walk. The type, with
modifications, extends into Louth, Meath and Dublin. At Roodstown and
Termonfeckin in the first named county, are towers with two turrets which are

prolongations, in opposite directions, of the front and back walls. Roodstown has
very well preserved windows of XVth century design; single lights and double

lights with transome bars, with ogee-shaped heads, cusped and of beautiful form.

Perhaps the least changed and most perfectly preserved tow7ei'-house in the

whole country is that at Clara, Co. Kilkenny, not far from Gowran. Since this

building is in plan and design typical it is hereafter described in detail. There
were hundreds of others exhibiting the same general arrangement and differing

only in minor details. Though but simple rectangles in plan—a XVIIth century
French visitor says of them; ..." the castles of the nobility consist of four

walls; extremely high . . . they are nothing but square towers . . .," the internal

arrangement, as at Clara, is quite complicated. A third or less of the interior
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space is taken up on the ground floor by the entrance porch and a small chamber,
together with the lower part of the winding stair. Over the lobby and chamber
are storeys—three at Clara—of narrow rooms. Larger rooms occupy the

remainder of the area on each storey. While the axis of the vault over the small
rooms runs parallel with the entrance wall, that of the vault at the same level

(under the fourth floor or fifth storey at Clara) over the larger rooms lies at right

angles to the lesser vault, i.e. is coincident with the longer axis of the building.

This division into two parts is sometimes actually marked by a. straight joint

visible on the exterior, indicating the probability that the two sections were
built separately and successively. Possibly the entrance section, the relatively

more solid and heavy part, was first built. This method is more often seen in

Clare and Galway than elsewhere.

At Clara, and in most of the tower-houses though not invariably, vaults of

bluntly pointed or even round section cover in all the storeys beneath the

uppermost. Here the largest apartment in the tower occupies almost the whole
area from end to end of the building. At the staircase end the top of the winding
stairs fills one angle of the room and in the wall alongside it is a mural stairway

giving access to the roof walk above. Usually the windows of this room, which
was obviously the principal living space, are both more numerous and larger in

size than any others in the building though miserably inadequate by modern
standards. This room at Clara has a large fireplace—an alteration, the original

hearth was in the centre of the floor—cupboards, and an outlet for slops. The
stairhead is in a turret rising above the wall-walk or alure which passes all round
the building except where interrupted in the one corner by the stairhead turret.

All around are the parapet walls and within are the roof itself (of timber covered
with stone slabs, slates or even thatch) and the gables which rise from the inner

faces of the walls at the narrower ends of the building. At Clara these walls

are corbelled inwards to carry the gables and give a little more width to the
alure at the gable ends. The parapet walls are thin, rising vertically from the

outward sloping gutter flags. They are crenellated in the Irish fashion and, at

Clara, liberally punctured by pistol loops pointing in every direction.

While all these towers are of plain rectangular plan, featureless except for

the loops and small windows and the multiple-stepped Irish battlements,

nonetheless they posses grace of form by reason of the inward ' batter ' or taper

of the walls. This begins with a bold base-batter or talus seven or more feet in

height and thence upwards to the gutter line becomes slight though distinct. This
batter is one of the longest-lived traditions in Irish masoncraft, surviving from
the earliest times, in a modified degree and only at the quoins even so lately

as 1840.

Clara castle is five storeys in height. The lowest is occupied by the entrance
section and a larger room. The latter was probably used as a store or cellar.

On the first floor are two chambers, one large and one small, both entered
directly from the winding stair. In the floor of the small chamber was the

murdering hole,' an aperture commanding the entrance lobby below. The next
floor is taken up by a large room, with a good fireplace and a garderobe approached
by a mural passage. Opening off the large room is a small chamber, doubtless

a bedroom, the whole making up a self-contained ' flat,' and probably the quarters

of the head of the household. At this level there are defensive loops at three

'angles of the tower, one in the small chamber, the other two in mural passages.

Above these chambers and in the space beneath the main vault on the third floor

(fourth storey) level are two rooms. Off the larger there is taken a passage which
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leads from the stair to a gardero'be. At the same level, hut hidden in the main
wall behind the haunch of the vaulting, is the secret chamber, the only access to

which is a disguised gardero'be on the floor above; its only light and air a small

square hole in the outer wall. A particularly interesting thing about Clara is that

the original oaken floor beams remain. They are heavy, 12 to 14 inches square,

and are borne upon timbers of similar section close to each wall and supported

by. stone corbels. This is the almost universal method and results in the finished

floor level being some 20 inches above the stone corbels which still remain in

many cases where the floors themselves have quite disappeared.

While the roof at Clara has gables at each end, within the alure as has been
said, this is not the only treatment adopted by the tower builders. Another
method was to carry up the full width of the narrower ends of the tower to a point

well above the roof line, thus forming a sort of turret, broad but of no great

thickness and enclosing a narrow mural passage which communicated at each and
with the alure. There are also instances of composite character; this broad turret

at one end of the building and a gable, like that at Clara, at the other end. In

some towers the upper parts have been altered and rebuilt in the XVIIth
century (Danganbrack, near Quin, Co. Clare, is one such), raised by one storey,

with gables on. all four faces, rising flush with the walls and thus leaving only

small sections of the alure detached at each angle of the structure.

Most of the tow er-houses are of small area ; about 30 feet by 40 feet is common.
Clara is smaller, being just 2'.) feet by 35 feet, hut a few attained great dimensions,

Blarney castle, the largest, measures over 40 feet in its least dimension. It is

also very high, originally attaining the height of Hf> feet to the apex of the topmost
battlement.

But the rectangular plan is not the only one. Quite a number are circular,

and even within this ambit the dual form is still traceable. The entrance, stairway

and small chambers fill one segment; large rooms the remainder of the area. The
castle of Ballynahow, Tipperary, is a good example of the circular type.

Though in most instances only a tower remains to-day most castles of the

type had a walled courtyard or bawn attached. That at Clara is unusually small

and is evidently a late addition. The tower is usually sited in relation to the

bawri as to form a part of the external defences, i.e. on the line of the bawn Avail,

at or near one angle, as at Rathmacknee, Co. Wexford and Derryhivenny, and
Dungory, Co. Galway. In some cases the tower stood more or less central and
isolated in the bawn area, as at Fiddaun, the large castle of the O'Shaughnessy's
in south Galway. Derryhivenny was probably the last real tower-house to be

erected. It was built, as an inscription on the corbels of its parapet indicates, in

1643.

The rectangular plan is by far the most common and was built in hundreds
during the late XVth and, particularly, the XVIfch century. The two-turreted

type of Down, Louth and Meath already mentioned is early. In larger examples,
derived from the aforesaid type, such as Dunsoghly, Co. Dublin, four turrets

appear, projecting at the angles of a rectangular tower. This castle was built in

the XVth century by Sir Thomas Plunkett, a chief justice of the time. While
nearly all its original windows have been replaced by sashes of Georgian type, its

remarkable oaken roof remains; the only one of its kind still extant in Ireland.

The still larger tower of the Earls of Thomond at Bunratty, Co. Clare, is also

four-turreted, with the added interest that the end turrets are connected by
great arches over-shadowing the walls below.
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Stanihurst, writing in 1584, describes the towers and also mentions the large

and spacious halls, sometimes thatched, at the ground level. In these halls the

chieftains took their meals and spent the daylight hours, retiring to the towers

to sleep lest they be burnt in their beds! There is one such hall, fragmentary, at

Derryhivenny and traces of these structures can be noted at many other places.

Moreover, the residents doubtless became tired of going up and down the narrow

winding stairs of the towers and so began attaching to them more spacious houses.

There are good examples at Lemenah, Co. Clare, and at Slade in Co. Wexford.

Most towers had at least one internal vault of masonry, over the lowest pair

of storeys, or beneath the large apartment at the top of the building as at Clara.

Occasionally there were vaults in both positions. These vaults were constructed

on curved mats of woven wicker-work, willow, instead of upon the plank centreing

which the earlier Norman builders almost invariably used. The impress of these

willow rods usually remains still visible in the mortar of the ceiling; in a few

cases parts of the willow mat itself still remain . covered in part by the subsequently

applied fine plaster of the ceiling. Small apartments, in districts where relatively

large flagstones were to be had, were often built on the over-lapping corbel

principle, taking the form of a low dome, closed at the top by a single stone. A
particularly fine example remains in perfect condition at Termonfeckin.

Windows are very simple; narrow loop holes with flat, round or ogee-shaped
heads, plain or chamfered externally or, in the upper storeys only, of one or two
lights recessed in the shallow recess known as a casement. The heads of these

larger windows, are almost always of the ogee form and surmounted or framed
by hood-moulding or labels finishing in carved and tapered ' stops.' Door arches

are almost always of the pointed form and in but two stones. Round-headed doors

are not unknown but the form is no criterion of date. The door jambs are generally

in two orders both chamfered and the outer chamfer, broadening downwards with
the strong splay of the base-batter, has a striking effect. Musket loops at the

apex of the arch and in the angles of the jambs are common. Sometimes there

is provision for an external grill or grate, Opening outwards, a defence additional

to the timber door within.

The wrought stonework of doors, windows and even quoins is quite often

decorated with simple patterns—chequers, lozenges, etc.—of punched dots.

The multi-stepped battlement is one of the most interesting features of Irish

XVth and XVIth century buildings, both lay and clerical. Some of the most
perfectly preserved examples of this form of construction are to be found in Co.

Wexford, notably at Clougheast and Slade castles. It seems to have given place

sometime in the XVIth century to plainer and less picturesque crenellations.

Machicolations and wall bartizans are usually supported by high corbels which
taper down to a sharp point at the wall face. The wall machicolation or bartizan

—for want of a better word—projecting from the angle of the building at about
the third storey level, seems to be a late feature, appearing in the latter part of the
XVIth century and persisting for some time thereafter. Fireplaces are not
numerous. Some early towers were not provided with them at all in the first

instance. When they were required later the insertion was usually made at the

sacrifice of one or more window embrasures. Where included from the beginning
they generally have sloping breasts of stone, borne by joggled arches or lintels

which are preserved from lateral movement by elbow-like struts and are borne
by tapering, and often also curved, corbel-form jambs. The almost flat lintel, in

one piece, curved slightly downwards at each end, is usually late in date. Its
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surface often bears a coat of arms and the initials of the erector and his wife.

Less frequently a longer inscription occupies the space.

Carved ornament is of rare occurrence; armorials over a doorway,
conventionalized vine-leaf ornament, the Emblems of the Passion and the like

are sometimes wrought in low relief on the stone soffite of a window embrasure in

the uppermost room.

The tower-house, a home ill-lighted and fortresslike, illustrates the contrast

in the internal conditions in Ireland and England in the centuries while it prevailed

as the typical residence. That such bouses continued to be built in this country
up to the early XVII th -century, long after the time when its English equivalent

had become a many-windowed house set in a garden is sufficient comment. While
we know much of the history of those times in this country we know little or

nothing of the history or even of the precise foundation dates of most of the castles

we have been considering. What of the daily life of the inhabitants of the towers?
As usual it is the observant visitor who tells us something. The one chosen is

Luke Gernon in his Discourse of Ireland, circa 1620. He describes a visit to a

castle thus; " We are come to the castle already. The castles are built very
strong and with narrow stayres, for security. The hall is the uppermost room,
let us go up. you shall not come down again till to-morrow. . . The lady of the

house meets you with her trayne. . . Salutations paste, you shall be presented
w ith all the drinks in the house, first the ordinary beare, then sacke, then olde-ale,

the lady tastes it, you must not refuse it. The fyre is prepared in the middle of

the hall, where you may sol lace yourself till supper-time, you shall not want sacke
or tobacco. By this time the table is spread and plentifully furnished with
variety of meates, but ill cooked and without sauce. When you come to your
chamber, do not expect canopy and curtaines."

A fuller treatment and discussion of the Tower-Houses, and their details is

contained in "Irish Castles," D.uridalgan Tress.
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Wednesday, 5th June, 1946.

Mr. F. J. Cole, President in the Chair.

COMMEMORATION OF 125th ANNIVERSARY OF SOCIETY'S
FOUNDATION.

Abstract.

The Chairman welcomed the large number of members and guests present,

including representatives from 'allied associations—the Belfast Naturalists' Field

Club, the Board of the Royal Belfast Academical Institution, the Royal Society

of Ulster Architects and the Ulster Academy of Arts. He intimated a number
of apologies from those unable to be present. The President considered they

had •every reason to be proud of the initiation of the Belfast Natural History and
Philosophical Society ia century and a quarter ago and its .progress since then.

On the present occasion it would be presumptions for him (Mr. Cole) to dilate

any further on the Society's history for the legion who had read the Centenary
Volume, published in 1924, would admit its transcendent merit not merely as

a reliable historic record but as a memorial to future generations of the love of

his subject and deep knowledge of its author-compiler, Mr. Arthur Deane,

M.R.I. A., who for 26 years was the Hon. Secretary of the .Society and their

lecturer this evening.

Mr. Deane. who was received with acclamation, then proceeded with his

address on a islhort history of the- Society. Belfast for a brief period, at the end
of the 18th Century had, he said, earned its proud title of "The Northern Athens"
because of the great interest taken during their spare time by a small band of

busy men of the town, in education, science', art and- literature. Unlike many who
'migrated from Belfast to carve their fame and fortune elsewhere in the wide

world, these stay-at-home men by their liberal outlook fostered the progress

concurrently in culture and commerce whereby Belfast now ranks with the

Empire's great cities.

Two of these noted pioneers to be. singled out were Dr. James McDonnell
and -John Templeton, who made themselves masters in the Natural History of

Ireland. Indeed they originated nature-study at a time when books were
scarce and contacts with other natural history students unavailable.

Cushendun-bcrn Dr. James McDonnell was simultaneously Belfast's leading

physician and an enthusiastic geologist. It is significant of his knowledge that

even in 1784 he was recommending transfusion of blood which is now a universal

axiom in the healing art. As a geologist he was regarded as an authority even
by the Geological Society of London; the President of that Society referring to

him in his Anniversary Address in 1846, the year after his death, at the age of

eighty-two at his residence 13 Donegal! Place. He was also active in promoting
the Belfast Harp Festival in 1792 and was one of the early members of the

Belfast Reading Society, founded in 1788. A marble bust of Dr. McDonnell is in

the possession of the Society.

Almost rivalling Dr. McDonnell in breadth of interests was John Templeton
of Cranmore.* " No living thing came amiss to him" is his well earned epitaph.
Indeed his Ms. volumes, with their marvellously exquisite drawings (now in

Belfast Museum) are a challenge to present day naturalists. The pity is that his

contemplated Natural History of Ireland still awaits publication. Nevertheless,

his prized gardens at Cranmore-—containing some of his many imported trees,

Unfortunately no portrait of John Templeton is known to exist.—Ed.
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shrubs ;u mI other plants—are worthily preserved by the Academical Institution and
si) may inspire a- continuance of the love of botany which inspired Templeton.
Hi-- knowledge \\ i«s rcspfHcd by Benthain, Hooker and all the leading English
botanists. In Tart, this " Gilbert While of Ireland " was nominated by Sir
•Joseph Hanks to a high salaried Australian appointment but not even the rich

bonus of a. gnmi of land there could seduce him from the fascination which his

local flora and fauna held for him. Templeton was too ill to attend the foundation
meeting in 1821 lint in less than a month he was made the first Hon. Member.
He died in 1825.

Mi'. Deane instanced McDonnell mid Templet* >n as symbolic of the dawn
w hich was burgeoning in Belfast in the lair lHtli and early lUth centuries. Among
its effects 'was the Belfast Literary Society of 1801, of which both these noted
men were original members. Br. McDonnell being its first President. It is

certain too, that their papers on Natural History interested others so that the
small circle gained great impetus by the formation in 1820 of the Botanical and
Horticultural Association (founders of the Botanic Gardens in 1827).

Such was the situation on 5th June, 1821 when eight young men met at the
house of Dr. James L. Drummond, 5 Chichester Street (now superseded by the

Ocean Buildings)* to form " The Belfast Natural History Society "—a name
changed in 1842, to the present title giving greater scope for wider interests.

Truly those pioneers " builded better than they knew." The first President,

Dr. d ames Lawson Drummond, was physician at the old West Street Dispensairv

,

Smithfield (the forerunner of the Frederick Street General Hospital). For 31

years he was Anatomy and Physiology professor in the Academical Institution,

resigning owing to ill health when Queen's College was opened in 1840. Other
foundation members were James Macadam (whose brother Robert S. Macadam
edited the first Ulster Journal of Archaeology), George C. Hyndman/ Francis
Archer, James Grimshaw, William McClure, Robert Simms and Robert Patterson

whose grandsons are still associated with the Society. 15

To some the names of a few of the earlier members of the Society may be
interesting. There joined in the year of its foundation, Wm. Tennent, the

Banker and James Emerson, afterwards Sir James Emerson-Tennent, in 1824;

Wm. T. Harvey and Surgeon MeGee in 1825; Robert James Tennent, S. K.

Mulholland, and Wm. Thompson, the Naturalist in 1826. The last-named was
then in his twenty -first year; and it is not long before we find him at his favourite

subject, as in 1827 he read a paper on "The Birds of the Copeland Islands".';

dames Bryce and John Thomson joined in 1827 and Robert S. MacAdam in 1828.

The Marquises of Donegal] and Downshire in 1830; John G rattan and John Stott,

the son of Thomas Stott, the Dromore poet, in 1 S33 ; Professor Thomas Andrews
in 1835 and Gordon A. Thomson, another frequent donor to the Collections

was made an Hon. Member in 1840.

As the (membership grew the Society found it inevitable to change to larger

premises. When Dr. Drummond gave up his house in 1822 a move was made
to the Academical Institution and here began their museum collection. Hence
if became necessary j n 1h24 to rent two rooms in Commercial Buildings (now the

Northern Whig premises) until 1st November, 1831 when with great enterprise,

a. Vccording to S. Shannon Millin, in an article in Belfast Telegraph, 16tli July. 1937,

:» Chichester Street was one of four houses on west iside of Callendar Street, now
covered by premises occupied by the Water Commissioners.—Ed.

b. These seven young men were known as " Dnuumond's Apostles."—Ed.
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the Society's present 'building in College' 'Square Nartjh was ready for their

reception.

From that elate the Old Belfast Museum Building has been the headquarters
of. the Belfast Natural History and Philosphical Society and, the cultural focus,
not merely of Belfast but of Ulster. The Society has been ever liberal

and democratic in its policy, deeming that knowledge and progress should not be
the privileged possession of the few. Indeed that very praiseworthy spirit remains
unchanged for just as the public were encouraged to inspect its Museum—as many
as 5,950 people did so during a single day in 1853—they are similarly invited to

attend its lectures.

Can one estimate then, the immense influence for good in the 'advancement
of Belfast life and intelligence which has been exercised by the Belfast Natural
History and Philosophical Society since its genesis 125 years ago?

Mr. Dearie illustrated his lecture by an exceedingly comprehensive number
of slides of personalities and features associated with the Society's history. The
Society's Centenary "Volume he said was an interesting record of citizens who
were useful in their 'day and generation. The 'appreciation of his listeners was
evinced by the rapt .attention throughout.

" PRESENTATION TO MR, DEANE.

Subsequently the President (Mr. F. J. Cole), on behalf of subscribers

presented Mr. Dean© with his portrait and a second portrait 'was to hang in the
Society's room in recognition of his consistently unfailing services as Honorary
Secretary 'during the .lengthy period of 28 years. At times, he said, his duties

had been onerous but never had he Ottered a grumble for the highest interests

of the Society were always bis special care. The same might be testified also of

Mrs. Deane for only those intimate with the Society's work knew and necognised

how ably she acted as 'deputy iand helpmate during her husband's illness. They
therefore, asked her to accept also a token of the' Society's gratitude, accompanied
w ith their unanimously sincere good wishes that both would be long spared to be

•associated with the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society.

Mr. Cole referred also to Mr. Deane 's recognition by the Royal

Society of Edinburgh and the Royal Irish Academy. Yet Belfast, his adopted

city, would ever remember with esteem his work as Curator of the Belfast

Municipal Museum and Art; Gallery dining its critical formative years. His
Museum Quarterly Notes, commenced in 1906 and other publications are of

immense local interest said the- President.

Em. Professor W. B. Morton likewise paid a high tribute to the exceedingly

high and widespread regard with which Mi'. Deane was held alike by the Society

and the city dn general; and said be would remember with interest the constant

assistance he had received from Mr. Deane during his Presidency.

Acknowledging the gifts ,Mr. Deane confessed he spoke under emotion for be

was candidly appreciative' of the kindly eulogies of Mr. Cole and Professor'

Morton as indicative of the feelings of the members in general towards himself

and his wife.

Still equally pleasing to him (Mr. Deane) was the knowledge that the second

portrait would hang on the walls of the College Square North Museum building

which was opened by this Society in 1831 by the members' own effort only ten

years after it was formed.
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He would also Like to thank Miss Ayrton the artist because he thought she
had been very successful in her effort; she is undoubtedly a master of line.

Miss Ayrton belongs to an artist family. Her father was an artist and
Michael Ayrton of the B.B.C. Brains Trust is a relative, and an artist and
theatrical designer of repute.

il might be of interest to the older members Mr. Deane said to know that
she is a niece of the late John Brown who was such an active member of the
Society in his day -and who became a F.R.S. He entered his father's business,
John Shaw Brown & Sons, Damask .and Linen manufacturers, but early in life

gave up business to devote himself entirely to -scientific and educational pursuits.
He was an experimentalist as the many papers he brought before the Society
testify.

He was a. pioneer in motoring in Ireland, one of this papers being on
"Horseless Carriages," while his thesis on " Education and Schools" is well
worth reading by educationists to-day.

It is interesting to note how many members there are to-day whose fathers
and grandfathers were active members of the Society.

We have Mr. W. H. Workman, who is to-day a member of Council; and
Major Workman, both carrying on the tradition of their family. Thomas
Workman, father of Major Workman, was President of the Society and
unfortunately like James McAdam .another active worker -died during his

Presidency. Mr. Workman specialised in Spiders arid at least two tropical species
were named after him, and he was the author of a book on Spiders beautifully
i 1 1 u s trated by coloured drawings

.

Dr. Allworthy's father, too 1

, was an active member of the Society judging from
the discussions at meetings, printed in the Proceedings.

Likewise we have with us to-night Mr. R. S. Lepper, whose father was an
early Shareholder.

Mr. James R. Young our present Hon. Secretary is carrying on the good
work of his father R. M. Young, who was Hon. Secretary for 26 years and his

grandfather The Rt. Hon. Robert Young, who was a. President of the Society.

James Bryee of the Academy was a brother-in-law of the Rt. Hon. Robert Young,
and was Hon. Secretary for many years.

And finally there is the good work of Robert Patterson, a foundation member
being carried on by one of his grandsons Dr. R. Lloyd Praeger, who is an Hon.
Member of our Society.

It is pleasant, too, to note that the Royal Academical Institution is repre-

sented here to-night by the Chairman of the Board, Professor W. J. Wilson,

M.D., D.Sc, and the Registrar, as the members of that Institution have played

a prominent part in the activities of the Society.

Let us hope the Society will meet here and flourish. Mr. Deane said, for all

time, under the name by which it is known to-day, The Belfast Natural History
and Philosophical Society.*

The proceedings terminated with a social hour and a vote of thanks to the

Chairman (Mr. Cole).

ALFRED S. MOORE.

The Rt. Hon. Rev. Dr. Hamilton President and First Yiee-Chancellor of Queen's
University stated iu 1908:—" They had no idea of parting with that building; it was the

property of the Belfast Natural History Society. It was also to be clearly understood
that there was no intention' of ceasing the life or history of that Society which had now
behind it an honourable record of nearly a century and he hoped none of them would
ever live to see the day when it would become a thing of the past."—Ed.

4 Chronological Table of some events during lib years appears on pages 57—70.
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THE BELFAST NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

Will meet at a^^&aA-£ak^^ on Thursday next,

at the usual Hour. /J^Zp**.

A Paper on ^^^^^a^^ue^tj^di—cS^K^^L^

to be delivered by j&

Paperfor the next night of Meeting to be read by

on s&dz^^

Candidate to be ballotied for

, ^ .

W

Belfast,

NOTICE OF MEETING, FOUNDATION YEAR, 1821.

The paper to be delivered was by Francis Archer, a Foundatoin Member. He

afterwards left for Liverpool. The Mr. Grimshaw referred to was James Grimshaw,

j'un., of White-house, another original member and grandson of Nicholas Grimshaw,

a pioneer in printing and cotton spinning "in this country.
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A PAPER ON

To i: UeUvere/ Ay
fe^jg

f •
:•

</7x ^y^t-tt^t^O^'

^^^^^^ <?2J ^Z^^^i^f

NOTICE OF MEETING IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS, 1826.

Mr. Getty was Edmund Getty, M.R.I. A., who joined 1 lie Society during its first

year. He played a prominent part in promoting the work of the Society. Mr. Shannon

was John Shannon, jun., who joined in 1 820. Robert Templeton was the only son <>f

John Templeton, the naturalist.

[This notice was lithographed by Ferdinand Besaucle, who introduced lithographic

printing to Belfast in 1826. He was Drawing Master at the Academical Institution.]
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ADMISSION TICKETS, issued only to Members and Subscribers when the President,

Dr. James L. Drummond, delivered an address on " The Study of Natural History."

(Lithographed by Greene, 23 High Street.)
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JAMES MacADAM, B.A., F.G.S.

Foundation Member and First Vice-President. Corresponding
Secretary, 1825-54; Joint Hon. Secretary, 1846-61; President,

1860-61. Died during Presidency.

Prom a photo in Belfast Museum
and Art Gallery.
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THE RONTGEN CENTENARY.

Eontgen was born in 1845—100 years ago. On December 28th, 1895, at the

age of 50, he submitted to the Wurzburg Physicom&dical Society a paper entitled

"A New Form of Radiation." It was through the medium of this written report

that Rontgen announced to the world his discovery of X-ravs made on November
8th, 1895.

25th October, 1945,

Me. F. J. Cole, President, in the Chair.

"THE NUCLEUS OF ' THE ATOM."

Professor K. G. Emeleus, M.A.. Ph.D., M.R.I. A.

[No abstract.]

6th December, 19i5.

The President in the Chair.

" CIRCUS LIFE.

"

Dr. Richard H. Hunter, M.R.I. A.

Illustrated by Slides.

[No abstract.]

31st January, 1946.

The President in the Chair.

" HOUSING."

Miss Elizabeth Denby, Hon. A.R.I.B.A.

Illustrated by Slides.

[No abstract.]
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767// February, 1946.

The President in the Chair.

"COURAGE AND FEAR.

"

The Rt. Hon. Lord .Mohan.

|
No abstract.

|

Lord Moran's lecture was based on his book, " The Anatomy of Courage,"
published recently. The lecture was much appreciated by a large audience of

members and their friends.

The Prime Minister. Sir Basil Brooke, thanking Lord Moran for his visit to

Belfast, described him as " the man who kept the heart-beat of the Britis i

Empire." The Bishop of Down and Connor (the Rt Rev. Dr. Kerr) and Dr.

Robert Marshall also joined in the tribute to Lord Moran.

Lord Moran has strong Ulster connections. His father was the late Dr. John
Forsythe Wilson, of Magilligan, Co. Perry ; and his mother, a sister of Mrs. Robb,
wife of the Rev. Dr. Gardner Robb. Judge Robb, K.C., is a cousin.

llth April, 1946.

The President in the Chair.

"THE SCIENCE OF GEM STONES."

Illustrated by Specimens.

Professor VV. T. Gordon, M.A.. D.Se., F.G.S.,

Professor of Geology, King's College, London.

[No abstract.]
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125th SESSION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The 125th Annual Meeting was held in the Society's Rooms, Old Museum
Buildings. 7 College Square North, on Friday, 8th November, 194(5. at 3 p.m.

Present. The President, Mr. F. J. Cole, M.R. S.A.I, (in the Chair), the

Hon. Treasurer, Mir. J. Crawford Shaw, the Hoi;. Secretary, Mr. James R.
Young and a fair attendance of Members and Shareholders.

Notice ok Meeting. Notice convening the Meeting was read by the Hon

.

Secretary.

Apologies. Apologies for absence from the Meeting were reported from the

Hon. Librarian—Mr. A. A. Campbell. Dr. S. W. Allworthv, Professor Sinclair

and Mr. W. H. Workman.

Minutes. The Minutes of the previous Annual Meeting, as printed, were
taken as read.

Annual Report. The President called upon the Hon. Secretary to read the

Annual Report of the 125th Session 1945-46, as follows:—
Hie 125th Anniversary of the founding of the Society was celebrated at

the Society's rooms on Wednesday evening the 5th day of June, 1946, with a

Meeting presided over by the President which was well attended.

Mr. Arthur Deane, the- farmer Hon. Secretary gave a short history of the

Society; and there were on view sundry historical exhibits, 'which provided interest.

M.r. Deane was presented with his portrait and Mrs. Deane was given a souvenir

of the occasion. A second portrait, also presented by subscribers is to permanently
hang in the Society's rooms. Miss Eileen Ayrton—the Artist responsible, was
congratulated on her work by the President, and Mr. Deane. The trowel used at

the laying of the Foundation stone of the. Old Museum Buildings was also on view
by the kindness of the Governors of the Royal Academical Institution.

Obituaries.* Your Council desire to place on record the loss the Society has
sustained in the death of W. Bel Bun-owes, F R. S.A.I. . The Rt. Hon. Samuel
Cunningham and Dr. John Smyth Crone.

Mr. Burrowes was Hon. Treasurer of the Society and besides great ability he
brought to the work fidelity, integrity, loyality and unselfish devotion.

Dr. Crone had a wide knowledge of Irish literature and History and had
various contacts and (interests.. For most of his long life he was a Collector of

Irish books, pamphlets and printed papers and by his Will has left his large

Library to the Belfast Public Libraries.

The Right Hon. Samuel Cunningham was an ardent supporter of the Society

and for' many years a member of Council. He gave unfailing aid to the. welfare of

the Society during the Secretaryship of the late R. M. Young. Your Council also

record with sorrow the death of Mr. Robert H. F. Fin'lay, Mr. Robert Grainger

and Mr. George McNeill.

Honours. Your Council learned with pleasure of the Knighthood bestowed

upen one of our members—Sir David Lindsay Keir, Vice-Chancellor of Queen's

Obituary Notices appear on pages 52—55.
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University, Belfast, by His Majesty, The King. Since coming to Belfast, Sir
David has brought before the Society three papers.

Resignations. Owing to change of residence, Mrs. G. F. French, Mir.

William Honeyman, Mr. T. McSkimming and Mr. Denis Winston have' resigned.

New Members. During the year 22 new members have been elected.

Honorary Treasurer. Mr. J. Crawford Shaw, F.C.A. has been appointed
to the Hon. Treasurership and already has given valuable aid to the Society.

Exchanges. A new exchange lias been established with the University of

Stockholm.

Malone House. Through the good offices of Dr. Allworthy, a Deputation
from the Society in June* appeared before the- Parks and Cemeteries Committee,
Belfast Corporation to advocate the. desirability of allocating a portion of the

grounds of Malone House for Botanical purposes and the House as a supple-

mentary Museum or Art Gallery.

Representation. Application was made to the Town Clerk to revive the

appointment of a co-opted Member of the Society on the Belfast Corporation

Libraries, Museums and Arts Committee.

No. 7 College Square North. Your Managing Agents—Messrs. A. H.
Davison & Dickey report as follows on the property:—

"No vacancies have occurred during the year and the long term lettings remain
as before, namely The Royal Society of Ulster Architects, Ulster Academy of Arts,

Workers Educational Association and The Ulster Hospital Libraries Association.

The letting to the Belfast Naturalists Field Club .amount- to £14 10s. Od. and the

Christadelpbian Ecclesia to £95, while the occasional nightly lettings show a

reduction on last year, being £28 lbs. Od. as compared with £84 19s. Od. One
reason for the reduction is that the Girl Guides Association do not now take the

rooms, as the Physical culture class proved an annoyance to other tenants in the

building.

We trust that Members will continue to encourage nightly lettings to

suitable Societies in order that the income from this source may show an

improvement.

Shareholders and Members. The Shareholders and Members now number
162.

Lectures. Seven Lectures were given during the Session. Four by local

lecturers and three from across the water. Interesting discussions took place at

the close of the Addresses in .answer to queries raised by Members. Miss

Elizabeth Denby enlightened questioners on the condition and progress of Housing

in other countries, while the exhibits brought over by Professor W. T. Gordon for

his lecture " The Science of Gem Stones " were studied with interest. At the

Right Hon. Lord Moran's Lecture, our Hall was .filled to capacity, the Prime
Minister, Sir Basil Brooke moved a. vote of thanks to the lecturer.

Archaeological Section. During the year our Archaeological Section was
again represented by Professor E. lEstyn Evans, D.Sc, at the Meeting of the

Congress of Archaeological Societies, held at Burlington House. London. The
Congress now has been replaced by the Council of British Archaeology which will

act as a representative organization, able to speak on behalf of British Archaeology.
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In January, 1946, Professor Evans visited the ancient" church of St. Mary's
at Ballaghanery Upper, near the Bloody Bridge, on the roiad between Newcastle
and Kalkeel Co. Down. His -statement regarding the antiquity wilPb-e found in

the Annual Report of the Archaeological Section.

Well attended and informative lectures were- given under the auspices of the

Section by Mr. H. G. L-eask, M.R.I. A., and Dr. G. Bersu, F.S.A. Mr. Leask
dealt with the Tower House Castles of Ireland and Dr. Bersu with his

investigation of Viking Raths in the Isle of Man.

During June, July and August, Dr. Bersu excavated an important ring-fort

at Englishtown, Ldssue, Co. Antrim towards the cost of which our Society

contributed £20. Useful and interesting discoveries were made which will be

referred to in the Sectional Report. (Page 50.)

The Annual Meeting of the Section will be held on Thursday next, the 14th

November, at 3.30 p.m. in the Society's Rooms.

Financial. At the request of the President the Hon. Treasurer, Mr.
•J. Crawford Shaw, F.C.A., presented tire Financial Statement for the year ended
31st October, 1946. His Report was as follows:—In presenting this my first

Report as Hon. Treasurer it would be inappropriate if I did not make reference

to my predecessor in office the late W. Bel Burr-owes whose- death in February
last we all lament. The books and records which have been handed over to me
testify to the care which he exercised in the financial administration of the Society

and the labour which he expended on its behalf.

As I only became associated with the Society as a- Member by transfer in

1943 I deemed it to be a compliment when I was asked by your Council to become
the Hon. Treasurer and I feel it a privilege to be identified with a Society which
has now passed its 125th Anniversary.

In submitting the Financial Statement for the year it will be noted that the

funds -in Bank at- the beginning of the year amounted to £109 7s. Sd. and at the

close of the year was £152 3s. 4d._ A claim has been submitted to the Inland
Revenue for a recovery of Income Tax of £13 10s ; Od. which should be received

shortly and will appear in next- year's Accounts.

The main source of Income is the rents received from Property lettings and
without which it would not be possible to carry on the -activities of the Society.

As compared with recent years, the Expenditure on Lectures (including

advertising) at £86 lis. Id. shows an increase as Aloes also the Expenditure for

the Archaeological Section which amounted to- £53 6s. 7d.

Having regard to the holdings 'of £640 in Investmeuts and the funds in the

Bank on Current Account the financial position of the Society is highly

satisfactory. 11

Council -Members. Your Council has held Six Meeting during the year, and
five members now retire by rotation—Dr. S. W. Airworthy, A. A. Campbell,
F. J. Cole, Arthur Deane, Professor Sinclair; and all are eligible for re-election.

Adoption of Reports. In moving the adoption of the Annual Report and
the Hon. Treasurer's Financial Statement, the- President stated firstly that he
wished to pay tribute to W. Bel Burrowes, F.R. S.A.I. , the late Hon. Treasurer,

who died on the 1st February, 1946, and wham he had known for a long number

1- A certified Statement o>f Receipt and Expenditure appears on page 56.—Ed.
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of years. During his Presidency he had reason to contact Mr. Buiarowes on many
occasions. Although Mr. Burrowes was ia very busy man he was always
courteously and warmly received and it was his duty to place on record the loss

sustained by the Society.

He had just received a letter from Colonel Berry, J. P., M.B.I.A., tendering

his resignation from the Society owing to his inability to travel up from Newcastle
to the Meetings. Colonel Berry hud been a Member of the Society for some
years and fa- many years had been a Council Member. He was a man of wide
learning and his papers read to the Society were of great interest.

Tlhe President paid tribute to the new Hon. Treasurer, J. Crawford Shaw,
F.C.A., for the manner in which he bad prepared the Financial Statement and
also to the Hon. Secretary, -lames E. Young for the enormous amount of routine

work he bad got through; and for arranging such an interesting Lecture

Programme. Seconding the Report Professor Gregg-Wilson stated that the

PJ ;"»tb Anniversary bad now become history and lie hoped that the Society would
continue to prosper. The motion on being put to the Meeting was carried

unanimously.
i

Election of Council. Election to the Council. Under the constitution

five members retire by rotation. It was proposed by Mr. J. M. Capper and

seconded by Mr. H. T. Montgomery, that the five retiring members. Dr.

S. YY. Allwortlhy, A. A. Campbell, F. J. Cole, Arthur Deane and Professor

T. A. Sinclair be re-elected; and as there were no further nominations this was
carried unanimously.

The President stated that there was no further business and thanked the

shareholders and members for their attendance.

At the conclusion of the Annual Meeting, the Conned met when the Officers

were re-elected.
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- ARCHAEOLOGICAL SECTION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the Archaeological Section of the Society was held
in the Old Museum Building, College Square North, on Thursday, 14th November,
1946,

There were present: Mr. Oliver Da vies, M.A. (in the Chair), Airs. Jeanne
Cooper-Foster, Professor E. E. Evans. D.Sc, Messrs. J. T. Greeves, A. H.
Davison, W. E. Linton, and F. J. Cole. Hon. Secretary.

Apologies for non-attendance 'were received from the Marquess of

Londonderry, Colonel R. G. Berry, Messrs. A. Deane, A. A. Campbell,
J. Crawfoitd Shaw, and J. R. Young.

The Minutes of the 1945 Animal Meeting were read and approved.

On the motion of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Oliver Davies was unanimously
re-elected and the. following Committee was elected: Mrs. J. Cooper-Foster,
Professor Sinclair. Professor Evans, Messrs. R. S. Leipper, A. H. Davison,
J. T. Greeves, W. E. Linton, J. A. S. Stendall, with Messrs. F. -I. Cole,

President, J.. R. Young. Hon. Secretary, and -J. Crawford, Hon. Treasurer, repre-

senting the Society.

ANNUAL REPORT.

The Annual Report of the Committee for the Session 1945-1946 was
submitted by the Hon. Secretary and on the motion of the Chairman was
unanimously adopted. The Report reads as follows.

—

Subsequent to the last Annual Meeting of the Section, Professor E. Estyn
Evans represented the Society at I he final meeting of the Congress of

Archaeological Societies held at Burlington House, London, on November 30th,

1945. The Congress has been now replaced by the Council for British Archaeology,
which came into existence in March, 1944; and is intended " to act as a
representative body which can speak for Archaeologists as a whole." The
Congress met for the last time to terminate its existence and to make
recommendations to the new Council. After a lengthy discussion, in the course

of which, several speakers criticised the constitution of the' Council, it was
decided that the publication of the Research Reports should be the responsibility

of the Council.

Professor Evans was warmly •welcome:! as Ulster's representative, by the

President, Sir Cyril Fox.' In reply Professor Evans referred to the arrangements

(made in Northern Ireland, at the suggestion of the Archaeological Section of the

Natural History and Philosophical Society, whereby the local societies should be

represented on the Council through the Ancient Monuments Advisory Council.

He also spoke of the work being done in the Archaeological field and of the

prospects for the future. He assured the Congress that Northern Ireland was
anxious to maintain its close connexions with British Archaeology, and that it

would give to the Council the same loyal support which it had given to the

Congress. As in previous years, the informed contacts made and renewed with

the leaders of British Archaeology proved to lie one of the most valuable results

of the meeting. Professor Evans was able to answer many enquiries about the

activities of the Societies and of individual workers. He was assured by the
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warmth of his welcome of high regard in which Ulster Archaeologists are held,

and of the importance attached to the contribution they have made and will

continue to make to the Archaeology of the British Isles.

In January of the present year, Professor Evans at the request of the
Committee of the Section, visited the church known as St. Mary's at Ballaghanery
Upper, Co. Down regarding which correspondence had taken place in the local

press. Under date of 12th January, Professor Evans reports that " The Church
is marked on the one-inch Ordance map of the Mourne Mountains, .immediately

alongside the coast road from Newcastle to Kilkeel about 250 yards south of the

Bloody Bridge. The account given in the Preliminary Survey of the Ancient
Monuments Council of Northern Ireland, draws attention to the unsafe condition

of the only part of the structure which survives above the foundations, namely
the Chancel Arch, but some otf the statements made are inaccurate. The site is

strangely described, for instance as "
1 m. west of Kilkeel about 264 yards south

of the Bloody Bridge." The arch is said to spring from " moulded entablatures

of free stone," but all I could find were plain granite slabs. There is little of

interest in the construction, apart from its comparative rarity and, judging from

its small size, its antiquity. Since, however, the arch is weak and infested with

ivy, and since it lies adjacent to the road in a famous tourist area, I am of the

opinion that the small expense involved in pointing and securing the construction

would be justified. At the same time soma of the surrounding growth of

blackthorn should be cleaved aw ay when significant shaped stones may come to

light. I think that a recommendation to this effect should be sent by the Section

to the Ancient Monuments Advisory Council.

On 27th February, Mr. H. G. Lcask, M.R.I. A., lectured to us on " The

Tower House of Ireland." The lecture was well attended and an interesting

discussion ensued. On 2nd May, Dr. G. Bersu, F.S.A., travelled from Douglas,

[•sle of Man to speak to us on his investigations of Viking Baths and aroused much
interest by the account of his discoveries.

During the summer Dr. Bersu received a grant from our Society of £20

towards the cost of excavating a ringiorf or rath at Englishtown. Tissue, Co.

Antrim. The total cost of the excavation was £284 the hulk of which was

contributed by the .Ministry of Finance. N.I., through the Ancient Monuments

Advisory Council, hollowing is a -brief summary by Professor Evans of Dr.

Bersu's discoveries, pending bis full report:—
Work on the site began on June 17th, 1046. and continued until August 17th.

Three to five workmen" wee employed, and the help of several students of

Queen's University was enlisted. The central area of the rath was completely

excavated |down to the original ground level, and wide trenches were cut in three

directions towards the periphery, one of them intersecting the bank and outer

ditch. Habitation, evidenced by masses of pottery of the Soutterain type, and by

flints, iron objects and Fragments of slag, was Ion- continued and there. were

s'io-ns of tw o reconstructions of the interior structures. These consisted of circular

rings of post holes which once held substantial timbers supporting a roof. The

inner living-room had .a central hearth. Evidence for an outer ring of posts

ao-aiinsit the earth -bank was not conclusive, but the probable interpretation is

that, as in the Isle of Man, a low domed roof covered the interior of the rath.

The most productive area was the filled in fosse of an earlier rath, a segment of

which was uncov ered on the north side of the central area. Apart from abundant
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potsherds, a complete stave-built churn with iron mountings was re-covered
together with pieces of leather bags and shoes showing fine stitching, wooden
bowls of excellent workmanship and many fragments of lathe-turned objects.

The most significant find was an engraved slab (9 ins. by 5 ins.) bearing inter-

lacings of many patterns, which Dr. Bersu thinks were intended as moulds for

metal, castings. This slab, tentatively dated to the 9th century, A.D. should
provide an accurate dating for the occupation, which seems to have lasted into

the period of the Viking raids and the rath may well have suffered in these

raids. When the finds are fully examined a great deal of light will be thrown
on. the social and economic conditions of life in the dark ages. It is highly

desirable that work should be continued on this site.

The finds are deposited in the Belfast Museum and Art Gallery, Stranmillis.
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OBITUABIES;

DR. JOHN SMYTH CRONE.

Dr. Crone was born in Castlerengn on November 25th, 1858, and lie

was only nineteen when, equipped with his medical degree, lie straightway crossed
to England. There he walked the London hospitals before setting up his plate
in the then rural shades of Ken sal Green. From the beginning he prospered
exceedingly and when he died on November 6th, 1945, a local paper said that he
was missed and .mourned by thousands who held him in special esteem as a friend
and family doctor. Dr. Crone had been also a benign and just magistrate on the
local bench and from l!>16 to 1939 he had served as Deputy Coroner for the
western Division of the County of Middlesex.

As may be seen Dr. Crone lived a foil and varied life with not only a large

practice., his coroner's duties, his work on the bench and the local Council besides
being, at one time, High Sheriff of Middlesex. Over and above all these
activities Dr. Crone was a great bookman, an .assiduous collector of books and
Irish books had a special lure for him always. For twenty-five years he ran a

magazine, " The Irish Book-Lover, which he founded and edited himself. Few
men, in Ireland or outside it had such a wide and comprehensive knowledge of

works on Ireland.

In 1931 Dr. Crone published a paper of another famous bookman. Henry
Bradshaiw* w ho was a librarian at Cambridge and who also collected rare books and
pamphlets relating to Ireland, 'also being Irish himself. Dr. Crone edited, in

collaboration with Colonel Biggar, a collection of V. -I. Digger's writings and
added a biographical introduction. F. -I. Bigger was a close and life-long friend

of Dr. Crone.

Dr. Crone was an •M.R.I. A. in 1916. and in 1924 he was elected an honorary
member of this society. He had written previously many memoirs for the

Society's Centenary Volume; indeed he was ready at 'all times to do what he
could for the Society or anyone who applied to him for information on local history.

As a foundation member of the " Irish Literary Society of London," and as

its President from 1918 to 1925 Dr. Crone thus made friends with many prominent
Irish men of Letters.

Dr. Crone compiled through many years of work, A Concise Dictionary of

Irish Biography, which has been said to be. the most comprehensive work possible

of all men and women who had any claim to be remembered in Ireland by their

achievements and activities.

He had been <at work too for some years on a complete history of " The
Irish Newspaper Press," which would have been a most fascinating and valuable

work but when he neared the end of his immense labour a new maid, ardent with

vernal zeal, swept all bis Mss. wholesale into the dustbin, the contents of which
had reached the local incinerator before, the busy doctor could realise his loss.

Something of the same calamity befell Carly'le and bis French Revolution and
the Sage calmly set to and re-wrote his famous work but Oarlyle was a writer with

all the time there was before him whereas Dr. Crone wrote only in the crevices of

the day which were left to him from his multifarious duties and the pleas of many.
Few men could have done so much.

• Henry Bradshaw: His Life and Work." A paper read before tlie Bibliographical
S iciefry of Ireland, 23rd February, 1931.—Ed.

See also "Mure Memories of Dr. Crone" in Willesden Public Libraries Quarterly
Record, Vol. I, No. 2, August, 19-25.

"Tin: Beloved Man from Ulster," bv Patrick Riddcll, in the Daily Express, 6th June,
1.036.

• Both articles arc reprinted in "The Irish limit Lover," Vol. xxx, No. 2. February, 1947,
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Dr. JOHN SMYTH CRONE, M.R.I. \

Born, L858. Died, 1945.

(From <i Walei Colour Drawing by Frank McKelvie, R.H.A.,

in Belfast Museum and Irt Gallery.)

Photo: H. liryans.
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Dr. Crone married twice.

daughter of the Rev. T. Smyth
His first wife died in 1897; she was Mary Hirst,

Two' years later he married Nina Gertrude,
daughter of Peter Roe of Dublin and she died in 1933.

Of Dr. Crone's five sons, Tom, the eldest died when only four but the rest

grew up and did him credit. His second son Jack, went through the Boer War
and was in Baden-Powell's Police; joined the London-Scottish in 1914 .and finished

as a Captain in the A.S.C. The third son Gerald took the Historical Tripos at

Cambridge .and is now Librarian and Map Curator to the. Royal Geographical
Society. Desmond, the fourth boy is now Lieut. -Colonel D. R. Crone, CLE.,
O.B.E. . R.E. , while the youngest, James is now Inspector of Navigation for the
Port of Melbourne; and one may well agree with the remark that "the doctor
was well satisfied with his four surviving sons."

It must not be forgotten that Dr. Crone bequeathed some 9,000 books,
pamphlets, maps, letters and scrap-books relating to Ireland to the Belfast Public-

Libraries where they will form a valuable addition to the Central Reference
library collections. . . Grace Deane.

WILLIAM BEL BURROWES.

Mr. William Bel Burrowes the Hon.
Treasurer of this Society from 1923 died
suddenly on February 1st, 1946.

He was born near BaHynahineh in 1859
and had a lung and honourable career as Chief
Cashier to the constantly expanding business
of \V. & (I. Baird, Ltd., the proprietors of the

"Belfast Telegraph;" and Treasurer to

. many societies and Club Funds with which he
had special interests.

For more than fifty years before his death
his sterling integrity and unquestioned faith-

fulness with the most meticulous rare which
he bestowed upon all his work whether for

Bairds or for the many patriotic and charitable

schemes launched by enterprising citizens for

the needs of the time, brought him the trust

and gratitude of all who knew him.
Throughout the last sixtj years of Ins life

Freemasonary was a master passion with Air.

Burrowes and few things were nearer to him
than the well being of the Order. He was, too.

profoundly interested, in many sports associa-

tions in his younger days; and was President
of many Clubs in his time; and though in later

life his love for sport was still keen, he added
an interest in 'the study of natural history and archaeology and kindled subjects

especially relating to his native province.
" Neatness and orderliness were outstanding, characteristics and these were

reflected in his dress and deportment, in his innumerable book-keeping records, in

his very handwriting which, in days when caligraphy had become a. lost art, was
a model. Indeed accuracy and preoiseness were iso much the hall mark of his

accountings that auditors in scores of years nevei found a mis-placed figure." This

was what the "Telegraph" wrote of him and w ho should know him better? A. D.

Mr. W. Bel Bcrrowes.
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EIGHT HON. SAMUEL CUNNINGHAM.

The late Eight Hon. Samuel Cunningham,

whose death in his 84th year took place on

August 23, 1946, was a man of many interests

in the business world and apart from it. A son

of Mr. Josias Cunningham, founder of the

stockbroking firm now carried on by the third

generation of the family, he was connected

with it for most of his long life, and was as well

Chairman of Directors of the " Northern

Whig " and of Murray, Sons & Co. He was,

too, for 16 years a. member of Committee of

the Northern. Bank, a member of the local

Board of the Scottish Amicable Life Assurance

Society, and for many years a stalwart of the

Belfast Savings Bank.
These things of course bulked largely in

his life but it was rather in the things outside

that he found happiness. Of his hobbies aud
recreations the first and deepest was garden-

ing, as is evidenced by the gardens at his

home, Fernhill. Another was the collection of

"first editions." Others were family history,

genealogy, and he had a questing mind which
garnered the many things which might crop
up in connection with Belfast Natural History
and Philosohical Society of which he was a

member and for many years on its Council.

He took a deep interest in the Society's
Archaeological Section on its foundation in 1917; and the Ulster Agricultural
Society, of which he had been the oldest life member.

A Presbyterian, his love of and service to Bosemary Street Church were
profound and real. He had been baptized in it by the Eev. Jon. Macnaughtan,
for whom he and his 1 brothers had in their youth a wholesome fear. When the
minister drove up in his gig to their home they hid among the bushes to escape
a drastic catechism, .and Mr. Cunningham often contrasted this with the affection

felt by his own 'family for Macnaughtan 's successor, the Eev. John Park.

A member of the. Chinch Committee and Hon. Treasurer for many years, his

presence in the. vestibule was a feature and many looked for his hearty greeting.

His Jove for children was evident in a memorial window, the subject being Christ

blessing the children.

The friendly and social side of his nature found a congenial field in the

Masonic Order. He was a member of Lodge 243, a. foundation member of

B.A.C. 207, a member of Lagan Valley Preceptory and of Prince Masons Chapter
R, passing through the chair of all these, and was also a foundation member of

Press Lodge 432, endowing at its inception a benevolent fund. He was a regular

attender and a generous subscriber to all Masonic Charities, this applying also

to many kindly objects outside the 1 Order.

Unionist in politics, he was a member of the Northern Ireland Senate from
its inception till his resignation in 1945 and a member of the Ulster Unionist

Council. He did not often speak but when he did his speeches were brief, pithy,

and to the point.

Et. Hon. S. Cunningham.
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He married in 1898, Janet (died 1941), daughter of Mr. Dun lop M'Cosh,
solicitor, of Dairy, Ayrshire, and had four sons all of whom survive him.

Alex Riddell.

AN APPRECIATION.
By Sir Lynden Macassey.

Though death has removed the Right Hon. Sam Cunningham from our midst,
it will be long before time* has removed him from our memories. Of his

conspicuous contribution to the affairs and business of Belfast, it is for others to

pay tribute. What, in my mind, his passing has set moving, is the recollection

of the expectancy which his somewhat unpredictable personality always aroused
in me and my remembrance of his staunch and stimulating friendship.

Rich as Northern Ireland has always been in " characters," he was
outstanding in the best Ulster vernacular sense. From the days of my early

boyhood in and about Belfast, it was my good fortune to- know him. But most
intimately during the 1914-1918 War, when I had frequently to be in Belfast on
official business, and between 1928-1935 when I went there from time to time to

preside over the Pares Tribunal. Fernhill then was always my second home.
There I was privileged to share the invigorating and delightful family atmosphere
of that most friendly house, the reflection to no small degree of the' gentle and
lovable and much endowed lady who then presided over it.

If from Fernhill he looked down on Belfast stretched out before him, within

Fernhill he surveyed the world. That was his real hobby. He had an insatiable

interest in men and in affairs, not .directed along any particular line, but spending

and spreading itself in looking for .and noting any strange happening or any
quaint doing or saying. Of such he had amassed an extensive and intriguing

collection, some of which he usually circulated among his more intimate friends

at Christmas. When he' chanced on anything particularly out of the ordinary he
fell on it with all the zest of a prospector discovering a nugget of gold. This

opened up inquiries and friendship with all kinds of interesting people scattered

over the world. Quite one of the most attractive series <y£ letters I have ever

read was his correspondence, spread over many years, with the. late " Beatrice

Potter," ihe author of the world-wide known children '.& books, and her charming

replies and ripostes. They cry out aloud for publication. It is not surprising,

therefore, that conversation at Fernhill never flagged, he, doing most of the talking;

I more than content to listen and still to remember.
With all his other 'distinctive qualities, and they were many, he combined

those of the old-fashioned candid friend. He left you in no doubt of his views

about yourself or anything else. Direct and outspoken though he invariably was,

he was always kindly, constructive critic. There are too few of them in the

world to-day. How many of the prevalent follies and frailities that weaken

human fibre are due. to the lethargy of those, who could help by timely, frank and

friendly criticism, but will not take the trouble. Among these he certainly was

not numbered.
When I last saw him a few months ago he made a courageous effort teTthrow

off the weight of his gathering infirmity. But crisp and clear as was his mind,

it was obvious that his once robust constitution was slowing down to its earthly

end. To him it was not the final end of being. Of that he left you in no doubt.

Footnote. Reprinted from The Northern Whig and Belfast Pout, 24th August, 1946.

Sir Lynden Macassey became a Shareholder of the Society in 1888, and (brought before

its members many papers dealing with the Water Supply of Belfast between 1892 and

1902.—iEd.
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Chronological Table of Events 57

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF SOME EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE
SOCIETY DURING 125 YEARS (1821—1946)

1821. Belfast Natural History Society founded, Dr. James Lawsou Drummond elected

first President.
Each member to give in to the Society, an analysis of his paper on the night

of reading it, under a penalty of 10d."
1822. An address was given by Dr. J. L. Drummond on the progress of the Society

during its first year; and on its future prospects.
Each new member to pay, on admission, the sum of lis. 4Ad., in addition to

the annual subscription.
Edmund Getty exhibited coal from Kiltymorris (ten miles from Ballymena), and

steatite from banks of the Main, near Ballymena.
Professor James Thomson, F.B.S., President (1864-66), born in College Square East.

1823. Thanks of Society were sent to Managers and Visitors of Academical Institution

for the encouragement given to the Society and the accommodation afforded
for its meetings.

Professor John Steveley, President (1856-58), elected Professor of Natural Philosophy
at Academical Institution.

1824. A meeting was called for the 21th May, thai being the birthday of Linnseus, when
Dr. Drummond read a memoir of the lite of Linnaeus.

That one of the columns of basalt now in the collection be sent to the American
Geological Society.

William Thomson (Lord Kelvin;, Visiting Member, brother of Professor James
Thomson, was born in College Square East.

1825. Francis Archer, Foundation Member, having left the country was made a

Corre spond in g. Memb e r

.

Dr. James McDonnell was elected an Hon. Member.
Death of John Templeton, Hon. Member, 1821, the Irish Naturalist.
The Historic Society was allowed to meet in the Society's rooms on paying £3

per annum.
1826. President (Rev. Thomas Dix Hincks) delivered an address closing fifth year of

Society, including a memoir of the late John Templeton.
Sir Charles Giesecke was elected an Hon. Member.
Daniel Sinclair presented an otter shot on the Lagan.

1827. Phrenological Society were offered the use of rooms for fc't- per annum, they to

find themselves in tire, candles and attendance.
Royal Irish Academy request repetition of meteorological observations on 17th July

at Branniel Hill, near Castlereagh, and thanks were sent to Officers of Royal
Engineers for use of Marquee.

Botanic Gardens formed by the exertion of many members of Society, George
Joy, jun., an early shareholder, was first Secretary.

Daniel Sinclair exhibited a specimen of Gallinula porzana, a rare bird shot near
Belfast.

Dr. Drummond presented phosphorescent sandstone from Cairncastle.
Lead ore from mine near Bangor received from Proprietors for analysis.

1828. Rev. William Hincks, of York, proposed as a Corresponding Member.
James Curell was fined :2s. Gd. for not being present to read his paper.
Announced that a Natural History Society had been formed in the Belfast

Academy.
1829. Site decided upon in College Square North for erection of Museum.

Meteorological observations were taken at midnight on 15th January, at the
Botanic Gardens.

Thomas Drummond, Curator of Belfast Botanic Gardens, elected a Corresponding
Member.

1830. Foundation stone of Museum building was laid by the Marquis of Donegal!
Mr. Sykes read a paper on the Bacoon, illustrated by a living specimen.
Marquis of Downshire elected an Hon. Member.

1831. Museum formally opened.
Decided that it would be desirable, after removal of Society to its Museum, t"

have occasional meetings of a more public character.
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Henceforward the Rules of Society be signed by each new member on admission;
and that present members affix their signature on next night of meeting.

Robert Patterson reported that the Commissioners of Spring Water had remitted
the tax.

Specimens sent by Charles Telfair, of Mauritius, a Belfast man and Correspond-
ing Member, had been received except two baboons, which died at sea.

James Bryce applied for loan of specimens to illustrate lectures in Belfast
Academy, only those not liable to injury were to be lent.

Application to Commissioners of Police for permission to allow transit instrument
and shed to be erected on roof of Museum for procuring correct standard of
time.

1832. Arrangement of Museum Collection commenced.
Proprietors of London Steamship '"Erin" agreed to convey packages for Museum

at half the usual rate.

Application from Royal Belfast Academical Institution Juvenile Natural History
Society to attend meetings of Society.

Testimonial read recommending Professor Stevelly to Natural .Philosophy Chair
nl Edinburgh College.

1833. Debt on first part of Building paid off by subscription.
Dr. Henry Burden having left Belfast was elected a Corresponding Member.
Mr. J. Jackson, Architect of Building, to enjoy all privileges of a Visiting Member.
A key of Museum to be given to Bev. Thomas Dix Hincks.
Lord John Russel and Party to visit Museum under guidance of Dr. Drummond.

1834. His Royal Highness, The Duke of Sussex elected Hon. Member for his continued
support.

Thomas Gregg (of Ballymenoch) presented the Egyptian Mummy, Kabooti.
Presentation to Robert Patterson, Treasurer of Building Fund, of a silver cup.
Dr. Drummond to use Museum Lecture Room during winter for his anatomy

class as the new building at Academical Institution was not ready.
Isaac W. Ward (Belfastiensis), an early shareholder, was born in Belfast.

1835. Arrangements made for the reception of Lord Mulgrave, Lord Lieutenant, and
Lady Mulgrave, at the Museum on the 25th October.

Bev. Thomas Dix Hincks elected Hon. Vice-President for life.

John Campbell, the Curator of the Botanic Gardens, to have access to Museum
and to all meetings.

Meteorological observations commenced on roof of building.
Hugh Frazer, artist, to deliver a course of lectures on the Fine Arts, as a pre-

paratory step to an exhibition in the Museum.
A living Buzzard, caught in a trap at Shane's Castle, was presented.

1836. Exhibition of Paintings by the Belfast Association of Artists, held in Museum.
Meeting called to meet Lieutenant Holman, R.N., the blind traveller, after visiting

the Giant's Causeway.
Case of specimens from Linenhall Library deposited in Museum.

1837. Courses of lectures first commenced, when Dr. James Drummond Marshall
delivered twelve lectures on " Birds : their Classification, Geographical
Distribution and Habits."

The Society purchased an Irish Elk Skeleton from Dublin.
After repeated trials, John G rattan had nearly succeeded in completing an oxy-

hydrogen microscope for exhibiting in Museum during winter.
1838. Circular letter to Irish residents in India soliciting support for Museum; and Dr.

Berwick undertook to distribute copies on his return to Bengal.
William Thompson read a paper on " The Breeding of Woodcocks in Ireland."
Statistical Society of Ulster granted the use of Library.

1839. Robert Patterson appointed Joint Secretary of Natural History Section of British
Association.

Mr. Martin, of Deaf and Dumb Institution, was permitted to introduce six pupils
at a time to Museum; and if a greater number, to be under another teacher.

Resolved that if the skin, of the bear now in the Botanic Gardens, can be procured
liom the Botanical Society, it be stuffed and placed in Museum.

Mr. George Hyndman, on behalf of Mechanics' Institute, applied for use of
upper Room and agreed to conditionally.

1840. Application from Secretary, Londonderry Natural History Society, requesting
advice in regard to the arrangement of specimens in its Museum.

Dr. Hopkirk, at present in Belfast and unemployed, to be engaged for three months
at a salary of 15s. per week, to arrange and label the unclassified collections.

The Manager of the Gas Company made a handsome reduction in the charge
for gas.
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1841. Death of Rev. Dr. William Bruce, shareholder 1833.

Hugh Hyndman supplied native shells to Dr. Hopkirk to complete the series when
he was seized with an illness which terminated in his death.

1842. Name oi Society altered to " The Belfast Natural History and Philosophical

Society." «

Northern Art Union held an exhibition in Museum.
1843. Irish specimens were lent to the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool, for exhibition.

Miniature portrait of Dr. James L. Drummond, first President, presented by
subscribers.

An exhibition of Belfast Fine Art Society held in Museum.
1844. Officers of Army and Navy, not permanent residents in Belfast, to be admitted

free to Museum.
William Darragh appointed Curator of Museum.
Engraved portrait of Rev. Thomas Dix Hincks presented.

1845. Commencement of special attractions for Easter Monday visitors to Museum.
Hugh Hyndman gave an address on two living Jerboas and two living Chameleon

received at Museum.
Intimation from Sir James Emerson Tennent, Cairo, respecting transmission of

two mummies and otber Egyptian antiquities.

Explanatory public lecture by various speakers in Music Hall, May Street, on
mummies presented by Sir Emerson Tennent.

Death of Dr. James McDonnell, Hon. Member 1825 and Shareholder 1833.

1846. Students to be admitted to Museum only in presence of a Professor, on condition
that he remains while they are in the building.

Belfast Rhetorical Society wished to meet in Lecture Room, but was refused as

the rules of Society forbid the introduction of subjects of a political nature.

Registrar of Friendly Societies pointed out the necessity of an addition to the

rules to claim exemption from rates and taxes on the Museum.
The hand of an Egyptian statue was received from Sir James Emerson Tennent.
Presentation to James Bryce, Hon. Secretary from 1839-4C, on leaving Belfast for

Glasgow.
Presentation of address to Patrick McDowell, R.A., Sculptor, on visiting his native

town of Belfast. Address was presented by William Thompson, the naturalist,

who was President of the Fine Art Society.
1847. Catalogued'- Books in Society's Library, printed by Joseph Smyth, 34, High Street,

Belfast.

Request from Lieutenant Calder, R.N., that the Poor House Children be admitted
free to Museum was agreed to on condition that not more than twelve at a
time, and accompanied by a responsible person.

Rev. J. Scott Porter read letters from his brother, the Attorney General at the
Cape of Good Hope, illustrative of life in that Colony.

Robert Patterson alluded to a lecture at Royal Dublin Society upon the connexion
of the Fine Arts with Natural History.

1848. Decided not to allow any person to speak on the paper read for a longer period
than ten minutes.

Arrangements- made to have prepared a sample of a Form with a back for use
in lecture room.

A number of specimens from Ceylon were received from Sir James Emerson
Tennent.

William Thompson submitted a letter with specimen of Sturgeon from the
Marquis of Downshire.

Reported at Annual Meeting, the death of Robert Simms (of The Grove), one of
the founders of Society.

1849. At a conversazione held in Museum, information was brought forward relative to

the opening of coal and iron workings in Co. Antrim, and the discovery of
certain chemical products of peat, illustrated by specimens.

Hon. Treasurer to pay £1 as subscription to defray expenses of a Bill at present
going through Parliament for exemption from taxation of Literary and
Scientific Institutions.

Rev. Dr. T. Romney Robinson, Armagh, lectured before Society.
1850. Decided to fit up a gallery and exhibition cases in upper room of building.

Reported that Editors of " Banner of Ulster," " Chronicle " and " News-Letter "

had acceded to Council's request to publish Society's Proceedings. •

Birth of John Brown, F.U.s., Hon. Treasurer 1890-09; President 1900-1903.

1851. Memorial sent to Lords of the Admiralty urging necessity of another search for
Sir John Franklin and brave associates, including Captain Crozier, a member
of Society.
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Sir James Emerson Tennent wrote asking that during his absence, his brother,

George Emerson, might have the privilege to which he was entitled; and this

was complied with.

The book with illustrations of St. Patrick's Bell not to be lent out and was placed
among the restricted list.

Permission granted to School of Design for ten pupils to have free access to

Museum for studying objects suitable for design.

1852. Lord Eglinton, Lord Lieutenant, and Countess of Eglinton and their suite visited

Museum during British Association meeting.
Social Enquiry Society held meetings in Museum.
House erected for Curator.
Conversazione held in Museum.
Robert Shipboy McAdam responsible for loan exhibition of Irish antiquities.

Death of William Thompson, President (1843-52)

.

Thompson Memorial Room opened.
Grant of about £30 made by British Association towaxds the Thompson Room.
Thomas Bell, Secretary of Royal Society, wrote relative to subscriptions from

naturalists of London to the Thompson Room.
1853. Donation of £2 2s. Od. from Queen's College Literary and Scientific Society towards

Thompson Room.
Death of Dr. James Lawson Drummond, Foundation Member and first President.

Chief Secretary for Ireland, Sir John Young, inspected Museum.
Specimens lent to Dublin Industrial Exhibition.

1854. Resolution passed expressing regret of the death of Professor Edward Forbes,
Hon. Member, University of Edinburgh.

1855. Reported that the Trusti Deed and Fee Farm Grant had been signed, and the latter

sent to Dublin for registration.

Decided to place placards and notices calling attention to Museum in hotels, steam-
boats, railway stations, etc.

Granted to Dr. Malcolm the loan of specimens for a conversazione of the Clinical

and Pathological Society.

A petition from Working Classes Association and Half-Holiday Association for

free admission to Museum, Saturday afternoons. Decided that Museum be
opened on Saturday evenings from 5 until 9 p.m. at Id. for adults and $d.

for children, as an experiment.
Permission given to Rev. Mr. Taylor, of Salem Chapel, to introduce a few boys to

Museum from the Ragged School under his care.

If a Bill for introduction of a decimal coinage lie brought before Parliament, a
petition be signed in favour of that measure.

1856. Uolierf Patterson exhibited the following documents :

—

Original Trust Deed, dated 17th April. 1830.

Lease from Thomas McCammon, dated 17th April. 1830.

Deed of Assignment, dated 27th August, 1842.

Renewed Lease, dated 8th October, 1842.

New Trust Deed, dated 24th August, 1855.

Fee Farm Grant, dated 13th November, 1855.

A suitable inscription to be placed in the Thompson Room.
Society Conversazione at the home of Professor Thomas Andrews, the President.
Sir James Emerson Tennent delivered a Society lecture in the Corn Exchange,

mi " The Ceylon Elephants and the Mode of Capturing Them."
1857. Dr. Thomas Andrews delivered ;i lecture on the new metal, aluminium: its pre-

paration and properities.

James Griinshaw, Foundation Member, died.
Death of Edmund Getty, an active member and Vice-President, 1827-1834.

Death of Rev. Thomas Dix Hincks, President 1822-27.

1858. Professor Thomas Andrews delivered a course of six Society lectures on
chemistry at Queen's College.

Application to Secretary, Lecture Committee, Dublin Castle, concerning a series
of lectures under Science and Art D '.partment.

Arrangements made with railways that excursion tickets should pass to Museum
alter payment of id. on eacji ticket. From 15 excursions £7 lis. Cd. had
accrued to Museum funds.

1859. Decided to have an excursion fur num. hers, similar, though on a smaller scale,
to British Association, early in July, and Whitehead mentioned as the locality.

Gentlemen now in Belfast in connection with Pie Forces were allowed to attend
meetings of Society.
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Death of Edmund Grimshaw. Joined Society 1S37, took an active interest in its

Meteorological Section; brother of James Grimshaw, sen., Foundation Member.
1860. Students of Queen's College be admitted to meetings and communicate papers on

recommendation of two Professors who are members of Society; and pay a

subscription of 5s.

Death of Robert Workman. Joined as a shareholder in 1833 and regularly attended

the meetings.
1861. Government course of lectures to be given in Museum by Professor Jukes on

Geology.
Death of James McAdam, Foundation Member and first Vice-President; Corres-

ponding Secretary, 1825-54; Joint Hon. Secretary, 1846-61; President, 1860-61.

Enriched the Museum Geological with numerous rare Irish specimens.

1862. Dr. Wyville Thomson, Queen's College, applied for loan of skeleton of Ceylon

elephant presented by Sir James Emerson Tennent; and was agreed to.

Ralph Tate, Government Geological Lecturer, was granted permission to give

weekly lectures for six months, for a sum of 20 guineas.

Treasurer to appear before Police Committee to claim exemption for Museum
from taxation.

1863. Dr. Wyville Thomson, President, delivered a course of six lectures on " Extinct

Animals and their Modern Representatives," the proceeds to be applied to the
" Liquidation Fund."

Dr. Wyville Thomson handed in receipt for loan of Ceylon elephant skeleton and
undertook that a copy be entered in minutes of Council of Queen's College.

Ralph Tate, Hon. Member, published Flora Belfastiensis, the first of our Northern
Irish Floras.

Ralph Tate to leave Relfast, and a letter was handed to him embodying the

Society's thanks for arranging the collection of minerals.

1864. Proposal to form an Industrial Section.
Application from B.N.F.C. to hold a Conversazione in Museum.
Professor George Dickie, an early shareholder and first occupant of Chair of

Natural History in Queen's College, Belfast. Published a Flora of Ulster.

1865. Robert Patterson reported that the Museum Building Fund had been reduced to

about £65.

Mr. Symmington, of Glasgow, delivered a lecture on " Telegraphy and Time
Signals."

Application from Architectural and Engineering Society, and from the Botanic
Gardens for the use of a room, and agreed to on same terms at applied to

B.N.F.C.
1866. Reported at Annual Meeting that the building debt had been discharged and that

the Institution was now free of debt.

Death of Rev. Dr. Edward Hincks, Rector of Killyleagh. Became a well known
Orientalist.

1867. Members and Associates of the Social Science were admitted free to Museum
during their meeting in Belfast.

James Emerson Tennent, shareholder, made a Baronet.
Death of George Crawford Hyndman, Foundation Member and first Hon.

Secretary, 1821-1832; Hon. Treasurer, 1821-24; President, 1858-1860.

1868. Agreed to accept the offer of the Editor of a new London serial, " Scientific

Opinion," to publish the Society's Proceedings.
Decided to invest with the Northern Counties Railway the sum of £500 obtained

in connection with the Porter Bequest.
Death of'Alexander Mitchell, the blind Belfast engineer. Joined Society in 1827.

1869. Professor Wyville Thomson obtained permission to receive on same condition as
the skeleton of Ceylon elephant a skeleton of the Bottlenose whale.

Secretary to write Registrar, Queen's College, enclosing copy of Dr. Wyville
Thomson's receipt for the Ceylon elephant skeleton, and requesting an official

acknowledgment that said document had been duly entered in College books.
Meeting with B.N.F.C. to hear a lecture by Professor Wyville Thomson, President,

on " The aims of Natural History Societies and the use of local Museums."
Death of Sir James Emerson Tennent, an early shareholder and frequent donor

to the Society's collections.

1870. Ladies' Institute to meet in Museum for literary and scientific lectures to young-
ladies.

Application from Thomas Valentine, Moat House, Strandtown, for return of an
ancient sculptured stone, said to be Con O'Neill's tombstone, and presented by
Thomas McClure, M.P., for re-insertion in the old wall, its original place, was
agreed to as an exceptional case.
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The sword worn by Governor Walker at the Siege of Derry was exhibited by
W. H. Patterson'.

1871. Robert Patterson referred to the joint meetings with the B.N.F.C. as an experi-
ment; that the identity of each was being imperilled, and the income of the
Society was endangered by the disparity in annual subscriptions of the
Society and Field Club. Professor T. Andrews proposed and agreed to that
the arrangements be discontinued.

A farewell address from Council was presented to Professor Wyville Thomson
on his transfer to Edinburgh, expressing appreciation of his services and
recognition of his labours in the cause of science.

Professor R. O. Cunningham,, President (1883-85), succeeded Professor Thomson in
Chair of Natural History at Queen's College.

Presentation of illuminated address by Ward Bros., Belfast, to Robert Patterson
on completing fifty years of active service as a shareholder.

.

Death of John Grattan, who bequeathed his collection of skulls, collected from
Irish sources.

Decided to publish a Proceedings, commencing Session 1871-72 under editorship
of Joseph John Murphy and Dr. Henry Burdon.

1872. Belfast Architectural Association, a newly-formed Society, meet in Museum.
Robert Young read a paper on " The Duty of Preserving National Monuments."
John S. Plieni lectured on "Our Prehistoric Monuments" at a special meeting,
better from Phillip Johnston, ex-Mayor of Belfast, accompanying a presentation

from A. Greer, now of Liverpool, of three Indian idols, composed of copper,
silver and gold, original cost said to be £3,000.

Deatli of Robert Patterson, F.R.S., M.R.I. A., Foundation Member and President on
three occasions of two years period. The Society recorded its abiding sense
of Mr. Patterson's life-long efforts on behalf of their institution.

1873. Cordon A. Thomson wrote from Melbourne, asking for return of an axe given
by him, as it was required by the public for the Melbourne Museum; and
owing to Mr. Thomson's many valuable gifts an exception to the general rule
was made in his favour.

The question of the second Belfast meeting of British Association to be held in
1874 was discussed, and Dr. McGee, who attended the Brighton meeting, was
invited to speak on the subject.

Skull of Dolphin [Dolphinus tursio) was washed ashore at Rathlin Island, given
by Robert Gage.

1874. Museum to be open to Members and Associates attending British Association
meeting in August. [The President, Professor John Tyndall, delivered his
famous address on "Atoms," afterwards known as "Tyndall's Belfast Address."]

The sum of £48 8s. 4d. was received by the Treasurer from British Association.
Descriptive catalogue printed of skulls and casts of skulls from Irish sources,

collected and bequeathed by John Grattan.
Second catalogue of Society's Library printed in Proceedings.

1875. Working Men's Institute authorised to have duplicate geological specimens for
science classes.

Death of Francis Archer, Foundation Member and President of Liverpool Natural
History Society in 1836. A keen chonchologist.

1876. Professor J. D. Everett read a paper "On a System of Shorthand " and Professor
John Purser one on "Notes on the Dynamical Theory of the Tides."

1877. John H. Greenhill lectured on " Professor Graham Bell's Telephone." Wires
connected between Museum and Post Office at foot of High Street and con-
versation carried on and tune played on a musical instrument.

Death of James Bryce, Vice-President, 1838-39; Hon. Secretary, 1839-46.

1878. Easter Monday Museum receipts were £28. It was felt that Queen's College
Museum being open free had effected receipts and fine weather had also
caused the public towards open-air amusements.

By permission of Directors of Flax Spinning Co. a Society meeting was held in
one of the large rooms of York Street Mill for purpose of exhibiting the new
electric light there. Professor Everett gave the explanatory lecture.

All Members and Associates attending British Association meeting in Dublin to
have free access to Belfast Museum on production of their Association tickets.

Portion of Hag carried by soldiers of King George III at Battle of Ballynahinch
presented by John Wilson.

1879. That in future the President for the time being would be entitled to the privileges
of an ex-offlcio member of the Royal Microscopical Society.

Museum to be open free to members of Associated Chambers of Commerce at the
Belfast meeting in Augusl on presenting card of membership.
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The Royal Historical and Archaeological Society of Ireland were offered the use
of rooms in Museum for its quarterly meeting in July.

Death of Dr. William Burden, elected in 1821.

1880. W. H. Patterson read a paper on " The Benn Collection of Antiquities," made
by Edward Benn and presented by his brother, George Benn, the Belfast
historian.

The Royal Historical and Archaeological Society of Ireland were again given the
use of rooms in Museum for its quarterly meeting in Belfast in July, and it

was suggested to open the new room and the Benn collection during its visit.

The request of Belfast School of Art for use of rooms for an exhibition of textiles

from South Kensington was acceded to.

Decided that the money invested with the Northern Counties Bailway be placed
with the York Street Flax Spinning Co. at 5 per cent.

Death of Rev. John Scott Porter. Contributed many papers to Society.
1881. Professor E. A. Letts, Queen's College, gave an illustrated lecture on " Recently-

Discovered Artificial Colouring Matters." The platform was enlarged as the
presence of two attendants with the lecturer was necessary to perform the
various experiments.

President (R. Lloyd Patterson) to represent Society on a deputation to Lord
Lieutenant on the subject of Government giving increased accommodation in

chemical class rooms at Queen's College.
Letter from Dr. Gunther, British Museum, intimating that Trustees had acceded

to Council's request for duplicate specimens and that the Curator should
make a selection before end of May.

Catalogue of Collection of Antiquities issued.
1882. Alfred Russell Wallace lectured on " Island Life " in St, George's Hall under

' auspices of Society.
Belfast Celtic Society was granted accommodation in Museum.
-Decided to discontinue advertisements of ordinary meetings and in lieu thereof to

provide tea to members and friends.
Decided to place notices of meetings in the News Room and Linen Hall Library

and at the gate of Museum.
A letter of condolence was ordered to be sent to relatives of the late George Benn.
Death of Rev. Thomas Romney Robinson, Hon. Member.
Professor George Dickie, shareholder 1852, died. Brought many papers before

Society.
Death of Sir Wyville Thomson, President 1863-64.

A. O'D. Taylor resigned to go abroad after acting as Hon. Assistant, Joint or Sole
Secretary for 32 years.

1883. Richard A. Proctor, delivered two Society lectures in St. George's Hall, the first

on " The Birth and Death of Worlds," the second on " The Sun : the Ruler,
Light and Life of the Solar System."

Professor E. A. Letts lectured on " The Spectroscope and its Uses," illustrated
by experiments, diagrams and photographs.

For convenience of members residing in the country, the Council decided to
continue tea on the nighls of meetings.

1884. the mineral collection classified according to the system adopted in " Dana's
Manual of Mineralogy."

Captain Robert Campbell of the "Slieve Donard," added to his previous donations
by presenting a series of Eastern weapons.

1885. Death of Professor Thomas Andrews, President 1854-56, and an active member
of Council. Frequent contributor of papers.

Lecture by John H. Greenhill on " Electric Lighting ,and Transmission of Power
by Electricity." Owing to many persons being unable to gain admission,
Mr. Greenhill repeated the lecture.

1886. Henry Seebohm delivered two Society lectures in Y.M.C.A., Wellington Place, on
"Adventures in Siberia" and the " Migration of Birds."

John H. Greenhill gave a Society lecture in Ulster Minor Hall on " Music : Its
Science, Theory and Practice."

Rev. J. G. Wood first lectured before the Society.
Rev. Canon Grainger at a meeting made some remarks on the Chinese seals

found in Ireland. He said in 1720 a Dublin tea merchant was reported to
have sent out a great number of these seals.

Death of Dr. Henry MacCormac, joined Society in 1828; pioneer on the fresh air
cure for consumption.

Gordon Augustus Thomson died; a corresponding member and the largest donor
to the Society's ethnographic collection.
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1887. Conversazione held in Museum; a selection of music was rendered by the Belfast

Musical Society.
Portrait in oils of James McAdam, by Richard Hoolte, 18(53, presented by the artist.

W. .7. Finlayson delivered a Society lecture on " Photography " and Rev. W. S.

Green on "A Dredging Cruise in the Atlantic." Roth in Ulster Minor Hall.

Death of William Bottomley, an early shareholder.
1888. Portrait iii oils of Dr. James Bryce, presented by Mrs. Bryce. per Robert Young,

her brother.
Photographic portrait of Professor Thomas Andrews, presented by his widow.
Sir Robert Ball, Hon. Member, lectured in Ulster Minor Hall on "The

Astronomical Theory oi the Great Ice Age."
1889. Professor Douglas Archibald delivered a Society lecture on "Edison's Latest

Phonograph " in si. George's Hall, with an exhibition of instruments in

Museum.
Eadwear.il Muy bridge delivered two lectures in Y.M.C.A., Wellington Place, on

"The Science of Animal Locomotion in Relation to Design and Art," under
auspices of Society, and James Ward lectured on " Decorative Art " in Ulster

Minor Hall.

Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) lectured on "Cytostatic Experiments" in

•St. George's Hall.

Conversazione and reception held in honour of visit of Sir William Thomson.
Unveiling of 10-ton Steel Armour Plate in front of Museum by the Mayor (C. C.

Connor, M.A.). Sir William and Lady Thomson were present.

Visitors' Guide to Museum Collection prepared by S. A. Stewart, issued.

Sir Charles Lanyon, Visiting Member, died.

1890. Coffin guard from Clifton Street Graveyard presented by Dr. Richard Barnett.
Right Hon. Leonard H. Courtney, M.P., delivered an address on "Proportional

Representation," illustrated by a test election.

George T rob ridge gave a lecture on 'Art in the Relfast Museum."
1891. An Engineering Section established, with Walter H. Wilson as President.

Catalogue of books in Society's Library published.
Presentation to William Darragh on his retirement as Curator, succeeded by S. A.

Stewart.
Death of Rev. Canon Grainger, an early shareholder. Prior to his death, pre-

sented to Belfast Corporation his collection of Irish antiquities.

1892. Members of Royal Society of Antiquaries attending Ulster meeting admitted free
to Museum.

Death of Professor James Thomson (brother of Lord Kelvin), President 1864-66.

Contributed several papers on original investigations, with which his name
will be always associated.

Death of Dr. William Reeves (afterwards Bishop of Down and Connor and
Dromore), Hon. Member. Pre-eminently an Irish scholar and acquired a
European reputation.

William Darragh, former Curator, died.

1893. R. s. Templeton, grandson of John Templeton, lent for an indefinite period his
grandfather's MSS., comprising his Journal on the Flora and Fauna of Ireland.
In 1913 transferred to Royal Irish Academy at request of representatives of
family, but now deposited in Belfast Museum and Art Gallery.

New Constitution for the Government of Society was passed by the Lord
Lieutenant.

John Adamson gave a Society lecture entitled " Under Sail and Steam : A
Hundred Years Progress in Marine Architecture," in Ulster Minor Hall.

Portrait of S. A. Stewart, painted by Sydney Mary Thompson (Madame Christen),
presented by the artist.

Dr. Henry Burden, an early shareholder, died.

1894. The Gilchrist Lectures introduced into Belfast by the efforts of Society.
Library Association met in Belfast, several members assisted in local arrange-

ment, Lavens M. Ewart and R. M. Young acted as Joint Hon. Treasurers.
Death of Joseph John Murphy, a member of Council for over 41 years and

President for several years.
Rev. Dr. James McCosh died. Joined Society in 1852. Professor of Logic and

Metaphysics, Queen's College. In 1868 was appointed President, Princetown
College, America, a position he filled for twenty years.

1895. Oil Lamp Bracket, in wrought iron, from Old Post Office, Donegall Street, pre-
sented by Mrs. Kennedy.
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Death of Hubert Shipboy MfcAdarfl. Joined Society in 1828. A distinguished

linguist, making a special study of Irish. For nine years edited " Ulster

Journal of Archaeology.

"

John Mulholland, LL.D,, First Baron Dunleath, died. Shareholder, 1852.

Death of Sir Edward Harland, Bt. Shareholder, 1865.

1896. The Marquis of Dufferin and Ava, K.P., elected an Hon. Member.
On the occasion of a meeting of Journalists' Institute in Belfast, a selection of

newspapers and books from the Society's Library was exhibited.

Two Society lectures on the "Cinematograph" were given by W. Nicholl in Ulster

Minor Hall.
1897. Ancient Stone of the O'Neills of Ca.stlere.agh presented by subscribers.

Major-General Geary lectured on " Industrial Training and Technical Education."
1898. S. F. Milligan delivered a public lecture on " Ireland as a Tourist Resort and

What is Being Done to Develop It," proceeds in aid of Giant's Causeway
Defence Fund.

Lavens M. Ewart, shareholder and member of Council, died, and the Lord Mayor
(Mr. Otto Jaffe, J. P.), was co-opted in his place.

1899. S. F. Milligan gave a public lecture on " The Boyne Valley, its History, Scenery
and Antiquities," in aid of the Giant's Causeway Defence Fund.

The Council secured the Gilchrist Lectures for a second time in Belfast.

Death of Professor John F. Hodges, Vice-President 1871-74; President 1874-77.

1900. William Gray, read a paper on " The Position of Belfast in Relation to Technical
Instruction under the Agricultural and Technical Instruction Act."

The balance remaining after expenses had been paid on Gilchrist Lectures was
handed to the Council, with the recommendation that artizans be admitted to

Museum by ticket on certain clays.

Death of Thomas. Workman during his Presidency, at St. Paul's, Minnesota.
1901. Resolution passed by Society on death of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and

acknowledged.
George Coffey gave a lecture on " The Antiquity of Man and the Dawn of Art."
W. H. Patterson gave an account of the objects comprised in Lord Deramore's

recent donation.
1902. Third meeting of British Association in Belfast, when Museum was used for

committee meetings.
Council presented a memorial at inquiry being held in Belfast by Royal Com-

mission on University Education advocating increased facilities on the teach-
ing of Natural History in Queen's College, Belfast.

S. F. Milligan delivered a lecture on " The Irish Industrial Awakening," the
proceeds to be devoted to reduction of debt owed by the Giant's Causeway
Defence Fund.

Death of Marquis of Dufferin and Ava, the only surviving Hon. Member of the
Society.

1903. Loyal address presented to Their Majesties King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra
at County Down Railway Station, Belfast.

Ulster Fisheries and Biological Association established; met in Museum; Professor
Gregg Wilson, Hon. Director, and Robert Patterson, Hon. Secretary-Treasurer
of Laboratory at Larne.

Golden Eagle from County Donegal presented by Sir James Musgrave.
Local Committee of British Association handed to Society the balance of General

Fund raised for the previous year's meeting.
1904. Presentation to S. A. Stewart on being elected an Associate of the Linnsean Society

from the Society and Belfast Naturalists' Field Club.
Death of Edward Airworthy, an active member of the Society, now represented

by his son, Dr. S. W. Airworthy, M.R.I. A., Past President.
Death of Professor J. D. Everett, Vice-President 1874-1885; President 1896-98; an

active Council member.
Sir James Musgrave and Walter H. Wilson died.
R. Lloyd Praeger delivered an address on "A Historic Trial : the Limavady

Gold Ornaments."
1905. Death of John Anderson at the age of 90. Shareholder and Hon. Treasurer

1871-1882.

Members of Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland attending Ulster meeting
were admitted free to Museum.

1906. Knighthood conferred on three early shareholders, Charles Brett, Professor John
Byers and William Crawford. v

Death of Sir R. Lloyd Patterson, Joint Hon. Secretary, 1861-67; President, 1881-83
and 1894-96. Took an active part in the Society's work.
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1907. Rev. Dr. W. H. Dallinger lectured under auspices of Society in Ulster Hall on
" Wasps : A Study of Architectural and Constructive Ability."

John Sinclair succeeded S. A. Stewart as Curator.

1908. Death of F. R. Lepper, and early shareholder; represented to-day by his son,

R. S. Lepper, President, 1932-33 and 1936-37.

Dr. Frederick Watson, Australian Club, Sydney, a visitor to the Museum, marked
his approval, of what he had seen by leaving a donation of a guinea for

the Society.

1909. Death of John H. Davies, shareholder and Hon. Librarian, 1900-1909. An authority

on field botany. Died suddenly in Donegall Place, Belfast.

Professor Lapwofth renamed and classified the collection of County Down
Graptolites.

The Inter-Basaltic fossil plants were sent to Dr. C. E. Moss, Botany School,

Cambridge, to revise and name.
1910. Society's Museum Collections transferred to Belfast Corporation by Deed of Gift.

Last session oif Ulster Amateur Photographic Society met in Old Museum Buildings;
President, Dr. S. W. Allworthy, M.A., M.R.I.A.

Resignation oif John Sinclair, ias Curator.
Death oif Samuel Alexander Stewart, Hon. Member; Curator off Society's Museum,

1891-1907. An authority on field botany,
1911. Presentation oif loyal address to Their Majesties King George V and Queen Mary,

which was graciously acknowledged.
Presentation to Robert M. Young oif portrait in oils of his father, the Right Hon.

Robert Young, by Henrietta Rae (Mrs. Ernest Normand).
Death of John Brown, an active member of Council; Hon. Treasurer 1882-98;

President 1900-03. Contributed many important papers to the Society's
Proceedings.

1912. Alec Wilson, at a Society lecture by Dr. R. F. Scharff on " The Aims- and Scope
otf a Provincial Museum," suggested the utilisation oif the Botanic Gardens
Park as an Open-air Museum, supported by Professor Symington and
Robert M. Young.

Professor Sadler, Vice-Chancellor, Leeds University, lectured before Society on
"German Education," and had a guard oif honour of 48. Boy Scouts under
Captain A. S. Frazer, the lecturer being a member of the Headquarters Staff of
the Boy Scouts.

Death in his 80th year of John Ward, shareholder, Artist and Egyptologist; secured
many donations for Society from Egyptian Explorations Fund.

1913. Grants were made for scientific research and to assist in the publication of an
Irish manuscript [Corpus Astronomic) in Society's collections.

Professor Benjamin Moore lectured for Society in Y.M.C.A. Minor Hall on
" Progressive Creation."

1914. New class oif membership created.

Council offers £50 ifor a monograph on any department . of botany, zoology or
palaeontology, and £50 for making grants-in-aid towards original scientific

research.
Professor J. Arthur Thomson first lectured 'before Society. Subject :

" Bird
Migration."

Lecture by Professor James Cossar Ewart entitled "Chapters on Heredity," in
Y.M.C.A. Minor Hall.

Death otf Alderman Sir James Henderson, an early shareholder.
1915. Charles E. Brookes awarded £20 for essav on " The Post Tertiary Conditions otf

Ulster."

Lecture on " The Structure of the Atom," by Dr. R. T. Beatty in Physics Lecture
Theatre, Queen's University, under auspices otf Society.

Professor J. Arthur Thomson lectured on " The Web of Life " in Belfast College
otf Technology.

1916. A prize otf £50 was awarded A. W. Stelfox and R. J. Welch for monograph on the
' Land and Fresh Water Mollusca otf Ulster."

Professor J. A. McClelland lectured for Society on " Scientific and Industrial
Research " in Belfast College of Technology.

'Death oif Isaac, W. Ward (Beltfastiensis), shareholder. Wrote on the history of
Belfast and on astronomy under the name of Lineia.

Seaton F. Milligan died in his 80th year; brought many papers on Ireland before
Society »

1917. Archaeological Section established, with Sir -Charles- Brett as Chairman and
II. C. Lawlor as Hon. Secretary.
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Death of Right Hon. Robert Young in his 95th year. An active member of Council
and President 1877-79.

William Gray, Hon. Member, died. Evinced a keen interest in the Society's
proceedings.

1918. James Rice, Liverpool University, lectured on " Discontinuity in Nature, as

Illustrated by the Phenomena of Radiation."
H. C. La/wlor and Professor R. A. S. Macalister gave short papers on "The Giant's

Ring, an Account of some Recent Excavations."
Death of W. H. Patterson; Hon. Secretary, 1884-85; President, 1885-86.

Professor E. A. Letts died; President, 1886-89.

1919. Death o:f John Horner; Hon. Treasurer, 1904-11; Hon. Librarian, 1911-19.

A grant of £15 was paid to Miss Madelaine Dempsey for cataloguing the Irish

OVLSS. in possession of the Society.

1920. Professor A. W. Stewart delivered a course of four Society lectures on
" Chemistry " in Queen's University.

Henry Riddell delivered a lecture on " The Great Chemist, Joseph Black, his

Belfast Friends and Family Connections."
Society lecture on " The Use oif Colloids in Disease," in Queen's University.

Death of Sir John Byers, President 1908-11. Interested in Ulster dialect and folklore.

Death of Rev. Canon H. W. Lett at the age of 84. An authority on Irish mosses
and archaeology.

1921. Society submitted a loyal and dutiful address to Their Majesties King George V
and Queen Mary on the occasion of Their Majesties visit to open the Parlia-

ment O'f Northern Ireland, 22nd June.
Professor James Small delivered a course of four Society lectures at Queen's

University on " The Erectness of Plants."
Henry Riddell lectured on " Dr. Thomas Andrews, the Great Chemist and

Physicist,"

1922. Lord Commissioners of the Admiralty presented armour plate which had been on
loan since 1889.

Dr. Fournier d'Albe delivered a Society lecture in Queen's University on " The
Optophone, an Instrument for Reading by Ear," which the lecturer had
invented to enable blind people to read ordinary print,

Society lecture -in Ulster Minor Hall by John J. Ward entitled " Strange Stories
of Animal Life and Evolution."

1923. Death of Henry Riddell, President of Society and Hon. Treasurer, 1911-23.

Joseph Wright died at the age of 89; Hon. Member and member of first Council,
1892. An authority on Foraminifera and Carboniferous fossils.

Death of Madame Christen (Sydney Mary Thompson), shareholder and niece of
William Thompson. Worker in Glacial Geology.

Society lecture by Percy Allen, entitled " From the Primitive Drama to

Shakespeare," in Assembly Minor Hall.

1924. Members of Council attended celebration at Queen's University to commemorate
the birth of Lord Kelvin in 1824. Wreaths were placed on his statue and an
address delivered by our President, Professor W. B. Morton.

Society's Library transferred, on loan, to Belfast Museum and Art Gallery.
Death of Professor J. S. Symington, President 1903-06.

Dr. Adam Duffin, an early shareholder, died.
Society lecture by Percy Allen on "Our Drama from Shakespeare to Mrs. Siddons,

1600-1800," in Assembly Minor Hall.
1925. The Monastery of St. Mochoi of Nendrum, by H. C. Lawlor, and "A Guide to the

Ruins of Nendrum Monastery," by Major C. Blakiston Houston, published by
Society.

By-laws governing Archaeological Section approved by Council and printed.
Collection of casts of heads, masks, etc., which belonged to the Phrenological

Society deposited on loan in Department of Anatomy, Queen's University
Three Society lectures given by Dr. <R. C. Johnston on " Spectroscopy and its

Applications," in Queen's University.
Death of R. M. Young, Hon. Secretary from 1885-1911. Was member of first

Council, 1892.

J. M. Finnegan died. Hon. Secretary, 1912-19.

1926. Society lecture by Dr. R. W. Livingstone in Queen's University on "A Greek Play
—CEdipus the King," by Sophocles.

Death of Sir Charles Brett, Hon. Member and the oldest surviving member of the
Society. Chairman of Archaeological Section until his death.
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The Rigid Hon. and Rev. Thomas Hamilton died. Last President of Queen's College
and first Vice-Chamceld'OT of Queen's University. Was an active shareholder of

the Society and member off Council for many years.

Dentli orf F. J. Bigger, shareholder, Irish antiquary and archaeologist. For many
years edited the second series of " Ulster Journal of Archaeology."

1927. .I. Wilson Peterson delivered a Society lecture, " Preserving the Past for
Posterity : the Romance of our Ancient Monuments," in Assembly Minor Hall.

John J. Ward lectured in Wellington Hall on " Butterfly- Marvels in Movement and
Colour," illustrated by films.

Death oif N. H. Foster, Hon. Member and a well-known Ornithologist.

1928. Subscription oif 100 guineas received by Archaeological Section, per H. C. Lawlor,
'towards the -cost orf purchasing by the Belfast Corporation, the Adams
Collection orf Antiquities.

Subscriptions received by H. C. Lawlor for repairing the ruin of White Island
Churclh. 'Lough Erne.

Council ratified resolution passed at Annual Meeting held in 1904 to transfer on
loan the books and pamphlets belonging to Society to Belfast Museum and
Art Gallery.

1929. Society affiliated to National Trust for places of Historic Interest and Natural
'Beauty.

A grant of £300 'from Belfast Corporation towards cost of renovating the Society's
(buildings on terminating tenancy.

Death of Sir Otto Jaffe, a former Lord Mavor of Belfast and President of Society,
1906-08.

Andrew Robinson died. Had a wide experience of Irish archaeology and keenly
interested in work of the Archaeological Section, and an active member of its

Committee.
Very Rev. W. P. Carmody, President, read a paper on " The Ancient Monuments

Act, N.I., 1926, and its Working."
1930. E. J. Elliott co-opted on Belfast Libraries, Museums and Art Committee as the

Society's representative.

Subscriptions received by Archaeological Section, per H. C. Lawlor, for repair and
preservation of Bun-na-iMairgie Friary.

Death of T. Edens Osborne, a member of Council and on Committee of
Archaeological Section since its establishment in 1917.

1931. Society co-operated with other local Societies in connection with visit to Belfast
of British Mycologieal Society.

Death oif Robert Patterson, shareholder, grandson of Robert Patterson, F.R.S.,
one of the founders of Society in 1821.

Professor James A. Lindsay died. Hon. Librarian, 1909-1] ; President, 1911-1.").

Death of John Stevenson, well known in business and literary circles.

1932. Conversazione held in Museum and Art Gallery, when the Society was honoured
by the presence of His Grace the Governor and the Duchess of Abercorn.

Death of William Swanston, Hon. Member, in his 91st year. Bead his first paper
in 1870. In 1880 became a member of Council and frequently enriched the

Society's Museum collections. Student id' Historic and Natural History
research.

W. M. Crawford co-opted a member of Council and Hon. Librarian.

1933. Visit to Belfast Harbour under the Presidency of R. S. Lepper, by invitation of

Harbour Commissioners, by whom the members were entertained to tea.

Death of David E. Lowry, President 1930-32. Took an active part in the delibera-
tions of the Archaeological Section.

Sir Richard Livingstone resigns ifrom Council in view of his impending
departure from BeM'ast.

1934. I nder Presidency orf H. C. Lawlor, a cruise around the Harbour on steam tender,
" Musgrave," tea being served on board by invitation of Harbour Com-
missioners; the Chairman (Sir Emesl Herdsmen) described points of interest.

Further granl towards fund for Quaternarj Research in Ireland, under direction
oif Professor Knud lessen, Professor or Botany, Copenhagen University, and
Director of Royal Danish Botanic Gardens.

Council offer three prizes o4 £10 each fur a thesis involving research on various
scientific subjects. Only one award for paper on " Ideal Television Viewing."

Death otf Robert Bell, Hon. Member, a well known Ulster Field Geologist.
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1935. Constitution governing the Society and the toy-laws governing Archaeological

Section were reprinted.

Size of Proceedings increased at the request of Oliver Davies, as being inure suit-

able for illustrations accompanying archaeological papers.

Visit to Bellevue Zoo under leadership of the President, Dr. R. H. Hunter.
Visit to Corporation Harbour Power Station, when Mr. Whysall, City Electrical

Engineer, explained the working of the elaborate machinery.
Death of Major Charles Blakiston Houston, shareholder. Took a deep interest in

the activities of the Archaeological Section, especially in the excavation work
of the Nendrum Monastery, Mahee Island.

William Mayes, shareholder, died. An authority on Numismatics and got together
an important collection of medals and belt plates of the Irish Volunteers,
18th and early 19th centuries.

1936. The Council could not see its way to become a guarantor and accept adminis-
trative co-operation in the proposed publication to be called " The Ulster

Journal of Irish History and Archaeology," as the Society printed a well-

established " Proceedings " which it depended upon for its " Exchanges."
Death of John H. Creenhill, shareholder and President 1880-91.

Robert J. Welch, Hon. Member, died; life-long devotion to Natural History and
Prehistoric Antiquities. Past President of Conchological Society of Great
Britain and Ireland.

1937. Professor R. Ruggles Gates lectured on the " Evening Primroses and Evolution."
Visit to Linen Research Institute, Lanibeg, under guidance of the Director, Dr.

W. H. Gibson, and Members of the Staff. Visitors entertained to tea by the
Council of the Association.

The Society would welcome in its Proceedings the publication of suitable
original research either by members or non-members; and in the case of the
latter, the paper to be communicated by a member.

1938. The President, Professor T. T. Flynn, appointed delegate to represent Society at
the forthcoming celebrations of the 150th anniversary of the foundation of

the Linnaean Society.
Death of Very Rev. William Patrick Car'mody, Hon. Member; President 1929-30,

and for many years chairman of Archaeological Section.
Damage to building by bomb explosion.

1939. Death of Godfrey W. Ferguson, shareholder, cousin of Sir Samuel Ferguson, the
the Irish antiquary and poet, for many years on the Council and Committee
of the Archaeological Section; during re-conditioning of the Old Museum
Building, he played a prominent part.

Francis Adens Heron died at the age of 90; a member of Council, 1924-39.

Decided to dispose for war purposes of the Steel Armour Plate, which had stood
in front of the building since 1889.

1940. Thirty-seven volumes of " United States Year Book of Agriculture " transferred
on loan, to Department of Agriculture, Queen's University, and all future
volumes as received.

Joint programme of lectures with Belfast Naturalists' Field Club suggested by
Em. Professor Gregg Wilson al Club meeting, was agreed to as an experi-
ment, after discussion.

1941. Death of W. M. Crawford, shareholder; an active member of Council and Hon.
Librarian from 1930 until his death.

Frederick Morton died. Younger brother of Em. Professor W. B. Morton.
Constantly attended meetings of Society.

1942. Death of Sir Joseph Larmor. shareholder, the distinguished Ulster scientist and
Freeman of City of Belfast,

sir Joseph Larmor bequeathed the sum of £250, free of legacy duty, I'm the
advancement of the Society's objects.

Death of E. J. Elliott, President, 1926-28; represented Society on Libraries,
Museums and Art Committee, Belfast Corporation.

Council decided to arrange its own list of lectures independent of B.N.F.C.
1943. Death of H. C. Lawlor, Archaeologist and Historian; President, 1933-34; Hon.

Secretary, Archaeological Section from its formation until 1935. Organised and
directed many important excavations in Northern Ireland. Took an active
interest in framing the Ancient Monuments Act (N.I.), 1926.

1944. Decided t<» invest Larmor Bequest in U per cent. War Loan, the interest to be
devoted to " Larmor Memorial Lectures."

Ik Lloyd Praeger admitted an Hon. Member tor his contributions to the study of
Irish botany. Was member of 1 lie Society's first Council in 1892.
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1945. Collection of Irish manuscripts in the Society's possession lent to National
Library, Dublin, to make photostat copies.

Death of Dr. John Smyth Crone, Hon. Member. Member of Irish Literary Society
from its foundation in 1892; and founded and edited the " Irish Book Lover "

magazine from 1909-1925. Wrote many memoirs for the Society's Centenary
Volume.

1946. 125th Anniversary of Foundation of Society held on the 5th June in Old Museum
Building's.

A deputation lead by Dr. S. W. Allworth'y waited upon the Cemeteries and Parks
Committee concerning the proposed use that Malone House and Grounds
might be put to.

Dr. S. W. Airworthy, President 1940-44, co-opted a member of the Libraries,
Museums and Art Committee. Belfast Corporation, as the Society's repre-
sentative in place of E. J. Elliott.

Death of W. B. Burrowes, member of Council and Hon. Treasurer from 1923 until
his death.

The lit. Hon. Samuel Cunningham died. For many years a member of Council.
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EXCHANGES.

^Publications received during year.

71

Abo—Publications of the Abo Academy.
Addis Ababa—Bo-Hetties di Idrobioloqia, Oaeeia e Persca della Africa Orientals

Italians..

Albany—Bulletins of the New York State Museum.
*Ann Arbor—Publications of the University of Michigan.

Athens—Publications of the Zoological Institute and Museum.
Auckland—Reports of the Auckland Institute and Museum.
*Basel—Vertbandlungen der NaturfoTchend-en Gesisellschaft in Basel.

*Bergen—Publications of the Bergen Museum.
^Berkeley, Cal.—Publications of the University of California.

Berlin—Publications of the Zoological Museum of Beid-iu University.

Birmingham—Publications of the Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical

Society.

*Bloemfontein—Publications of the National Museum of South Africa.

Boston—Publications of the Boston Society of Natural History.

*Boulder—Publications of the University of Colorado.

Brighton—Report of the Brighton and Hove* Natural History iand Philosophical

Society.

^"Brisbane—Memoirs of the Queensland Museum.
Brussels—Annals Societe Royale Zoologique de Belgique.

,, Bulletin Societe Royale de Botanique de Belgique.

*Buenos Aires—Anales del Museo Argentino de Cieneias Naturales.

Buffalo—Bulletins of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences.

Calcutta—Publications of the Geological Survey of India.

^Cambridge, Mass.—Publications of the' Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Cardiff—Transactions of the Cardiff Naturalists' Society.

*Chicago—Publications of the Chicago- Academy of Sciences.

*Cincinnati—Publications of the Lloyd Library and Museum.
*Coimbra—Publications of the Zoological Muiseium of the University of Coimbra.
Colorada Springs—-Publications of the Colorado College.

Columbia—Proceedings of the Missouri Academy of Science.

Columbus—Ohio Journal of Science.

,, Bulletin of the Ohio Biological Survey.

Coventry—Proceedings of the Coventry Natural History and Scientific Society.

Danzig—Schriften Naturfoaischenden Gesellsehiaft.

*Dublin—Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society.
* ,, " Irish Historical Studies."

Bulletin of Geographical Society of Ireland.

Eastbourne—Transactions and Journal of the Eastbourne Natural History
and Archaeological Society.

Edinburgh—Proceedings of the Royal Physical Society.

,, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
Transactions and Proceedings of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh.

,, Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

Exeter—Proceedings of the Devon Archaeological Exploration Society.

Glasgow—Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow.
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Gorlitz—Publications of the Natural History Society of Goriitz.

Goteborgs—Handlungar Kegia- Soeietas Seientiaruim et Literarum Gotoburgensis.

Halifax, N.S.—Proceedings of the Nova Scotian Institute of Science.

Hove—Annual Report of the Brighton 'and Hove Natural History and
Philosophical Soc ie ty

.

Indianapolis—Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science.

*Ithaca—Bulletins of the Cornell University Experiment Station.

*La Plata—" Manuferos Fossiles de ,1a Republiea Argentina."
Lausanne—Memoirs and Bulletins de la. Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturalles.

*Lawrexce—Bulletins of the University of Kansas.

*Lima—Memorias Sociedad de Ingenieros del Peru.

Ljubljana, Yugoslavia—Transactions of the Natural Science Society.

*Loxdon—Publications of the British Museum (N.H.).
*

,, Quarterly Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society.
*

,, Publications of the British Association..

*
,, Proceedings of the Royal Institute of Great Britain.

*
,, Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society.

* ,, Publications of the Viking Society for Northern Research.

Reports of the National Trust.

Los Angeles—Publications of the University of California in Los Angeles.

Lund—Proceedings of the .Royal Physiographic Society at Lund.
Madisox—Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters.

Madras—Publications of the Government Museum. Madras.

,, Publications of the Madras Fisheries Department.
Malvern—Annual Report at Malvern Field Club.

Manchester—Journal of the Manchester Geographical Society.

Melbourne—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria.

Montevidea—Archives Sociedad de Biologia de Montevideo.
Moscow—Bulletin de la Societe des Naturalistes de Moscow.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Proceedings of the University of Durham Philosophical

Society.

New Haven—Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

*New York—Annals and Transaction's of the New York Academy of Sciences.

Bulletins of the New York State Museum.
*Oslo— Publications of the University Library, Oslo.

Ottawa—Publications of the Geological Survey of Canada, Department of Mines.
* ., Publications of the Canadian Department of Agriculture.

Oxford—Proceedings and Report of the Ashmolean Natural History Society.

Padova—Atti dell Accedemia Scientifica.

Philadelphia—Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

^'Philadelphia—Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadephia.

Proceeding's of the American Philosophical Society.

Polska—Annales Panstwowe Museum Zoologiczne.
* Pullman—Rese-arch Studies of the State College of Washington.
Rexxes—Bulletin Geologique et Mineralogique de Bretagne.

Riga—Publications of the Latvijas Universitates, Riga.

Professor Strand, F.L.S.—Folia Zoologica et Hydrobiologica.
Rio de Janeiro—Archives do Institute de Biologia Vegetal.

Archives Botank? o do Rio de Janeiro.

Publications of the National Museums of Brazil.

Publications of the Oswaldo Cruz Institute.

*Rociiester, N.Y.—Proceedings of the Rochester Academy of Science.

Sax Diego—Transactions of the San Diego Society of Natural History.
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San Francisco—Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences.

*Stillwater—Bulletins of the Oklahoma Agricultural and Meclmieal College.

Stirling—Transactions of the Stirling Natural History and Archaeological

Society.

St. Leonards-on-Sea—Report of the Hastings and St. Leonards Natural History

Society.

,, Hastings and East Essex Naturalist.

*St. Louis—Annual Report of the St. Louis Public Library.

*Stockholm—Mateinatisk Naturvetenskaplega Biblioteket.

^Stratford—The Essex Naturalist.

*Stravanger—Publications of the Stravanger Museum.
Sydney—Annual Report of the Technological Museum, Sydney.
Toronto—Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Canadian Institute.

^Torquay—Transactions and Proceedings of the Torquay Natural History Society.

Upsala—Bulletin of the Geological Institution of the University of Upsala.

Vienna—Verhandlungen Zoologisch-Botanischen Gesellschaft.

*Warsaw—Acta Ormithologogici Musei Zoologii Polonici.

*Washington—Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution.

Proceedings of the United States National Museum.
Smithsonian Institution, Miscellaneous Collections.

Publications of the United States Geological Survey.
Publications of the United States Department of Agriculture.

Bulletin of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
Contributed Technical Papers of the National Geographical

Society.

Welshpool—Publications of the Powys-land Club.

York—Annual Report of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

*Zurich—Publications of the Natural History Society of Zurich.
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BELFAST NATURAL HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Officers and Council of Management for 19*6-47.

President

:

FRANCIS J. COLE, m.r.s.a.i.

Vice-Presidents

.

S. W. ALLWORTHY, m.a., m.d., m.r.i.a.

Professor T. THOMSON FLYNN, m.b.e., d.sc, m.k.i.a

R. S. LEPPER, M.A., LL.M. , F.R.HIST.S.

Emeritus Professor W. B. MORTON, m.a., d.sc, m.r.i.a.

Emeritus Professor GREGG WILSON, o.b.e., m.a., ph d., d.sc, m.r i.a.

Hon . Treasurer

:

J. CRAWFORD SHAW, f.c.a.

Hon. Librarian:

A. ALBERT CAMPBELL, f.r.s.a.i.

Hon. Secretary:

JAMES R. YOUNG, f.r.i.b.a.

Hon. Editor of Proceedings:

ARTHUR DEANE.

Council:

W. ERSKINE LINTON, f.r.g.s 1

A. (!. POMEROY, m.a.

J. CRAWFORD SHAW, f.c.a.

Em. Prof. GREGG WILSON, o.b.e. m.a., d.sc, m.r.i.a.
J

W. H. WORKMAN, m.b.o.c, f.z.s.

Prof. T. T. FLYTNN, m.b.e
,
d.sc, m.r.i.a

R. II. H UNTER, m.d., pii.d., m.r.i.a.

R. S. LEPPER, M.A., LL.M. , F.R.HIST.S.

Cm. Prof. W. B. MORTON, m.a., d.sc, m.r.i.a

JAMES R. YOUNG, f.r.i.b.a.

S. W. ALLWORTHY, m.a., m.d., m.r.i.a

A. A. CAMPBELL, f.r.s.a.i.

V. .1. COLE, m.r. s.a.i.

ARTHUR DEANE, f.r.s.e., m.r.i.a.

Prof. T. A. SINCLAIR, m.a.

Retire

1947.

Retire

1948.

Retire

1949.
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SHAREHOLDERS AND MEMBERS

['''Denotes Holders of three or more Shares.]

[a ,, Members of Archaeological Section.]

Aliaway ,A. J., m.a., University College, Leicester

Alderdice, Richard Sinclair, f.c.i.b., 9 Wellington Place, Belfast
*Alexander, Francis, b.e.. do.

Alhvorthy, S. W., m.d., m.a., f.c.s., Holly Villa, 3 Winston Gardens, do.

aAntrim, The Earl of, Glenarm Castle, Co. Antrim

Bailey, 0, S., m.a., Methodist College, Belfast

oBaird, Major Sir William, D.L., J. p., 124 Royal Avenue. do.

Barclay, Mrs. D. D., Farnhill Cottage, Marino, Co. Down
Beath, Mrs., Elmwood, University Terrace, Belfast

«Birch, J. P., 12 Malone Park, do.

Boyd, Miss Kathleen, St. Clair, 12 Malone Road, do.

aBreene, Rev. Chancellor R. S., ll.d., 097 Antrim Road, do.

fflBruee, Captain Michael R. , b.a., Gomewood , Castlewellan

Burrowes, Henry, Ulster Bank, (6 Margretta Park), Portadown
Blair, John G., 2 Brookhill Avenue, Belfast

Blyth, John E., m.b.e., 15 Orpen Park, Finaghy
*Brown George B. (Representative of), Belfast

aBell, Mrs. L. M., 253 Belmont Road, do.

rtCampbell, A. Albert, f.r.s.a.i., .Drumnaferrie, 10 Rosetta Park, Belfast

"Campbell, Miss Anna (Representative). do.

Capper, J. Malcolm, 501 Lisburn Road, do.

Chapman, Gilbert J., j.p., 428 Oldpark Road, do.

o-Chart, D. A., litt.d., m.r.i.a., i.s.o., Public Records Office, do.

aClarke, G. W., m.b.e., j.p., 13 Camboume Park, do.

aCole, F. J., m.r.s.a.i., Ardmara, Greenisland, do.

Cole, James A., m.a., i.s.o., 13 Ravenhill Park, do.

Cole, Mrs. M. R., 13 Ravenhill Park, do.

Coulter, A. H., j.p., 33 Rugby Road, do.

Coulter, Wm., 106 Oldpark Road, do.

^Cooper-Foster, Mrs. Jeanne, 30 Clara Park, do.

Crawford John, j.p., 10 Knocktern Gardens, Knock, do.

Crawford, R. H., " Highways " Prowse Avenue, Bushey Heath, Herts
c/Carnwath, Thomas, n.s.o.

,
m.b., d.sc, Cragside, Whitehead

Daibyshire, J. W., m.a., Royal Academy, Cliftonville, Belfast

o-Davies, Oliver, m.a., Queen's University, do.

oD-avison, A. H., f.a.i., f.r.s.a.i., 50 Wellington Place, do.

*Deramore, Lord, d.l., Heslington Park, York
'-Downshire, Marquis of, Dundrum, Co. Down
Drummond, T. H., 7 Chichester Street, Belfast

aDundee, Dr. J., The Promenade, - Whitehead
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*Donegall, Marquis of (Representative), Belfast

Emeleus, Prof. K. G.. M.A., ph.d., m.r.i.a., 17 Upper Green, Dunmurry. do.

oEvans. Prof. EmyrEstyn., m.a., d.sc, f.s.a., m.r.i.a., 1 Rugby Street, do.

Ewart, Miss Grace, Longwall, Cleaver Park, do.

*Fenton, Samuel G., Seapa trick Mills,

Finlay, Archibald H., a.c.g.i., a.i.e.e., Willesden,

rtFlynn, Prof. Theodore Thomson, m.b.e., ix.se, m.k la.

Forrest, Theodore Archibald, Muckamore,
40 C

Baubridge
Holywood

an Park. Belfast

Co. Antrim

aGemmell, Hugh. 41 Albertbridge Road,
(iibbon, Lieut. -t'ul. W. !>.. d.s.o., m.a., ll.d., 3 1

Gibson, W. E., 44 Upper Arthur Street,

flGillmour. J. W., Rockholm, Ballywiskin, Millisle

Gordon, Malcolm, Hilden,

aGrabam, T. B., The Point, Groomsport,
«Greeves, John Then. , 3 Knockdene Park, North,

Gilliland, Miss D., 1 Galwally Park,

*Getty, Edmund (Representative of),

)eramore Drive,

Belfast

do.

do.

Co. Down
Lisburn

Co. Down
Belfast

do.

*Hall, Frederick H., Ardmore, Stillorgan Road,
(/Hamilton, Win. Hume, Hillside, 099 Antrim Road,
Harland, Captain W., 4 Psalter Lane,

Dublin
Belfast

Sheffield

flHenry, Professor R. M., m.a., d.litt., m.r.i.a., The University, St. Andrews, Fife

Strabane
Brighton 6
Ballvwalter

Belfast

do.

Herdman, Sir E. C, k.b.e., d.l., Carrieklee House,
"llcrdman, Sir Ernest, d.l., j.p., 19 Wiltdeane Court,

(/'Blakiston-Houston, Captain J. M., Roddens,
((Hunter, R. H., m.d., m.ch., ph.d., m.r.i.a., Queen's University

^Hamilton, Hill, .t.f. (Representative of ),

*Hughes, Edwin (Representative of), Craigavad, Co. Down

Jackson, Miss Lydia. 8 Derryvolgie Avenue,
Jefferson, H.. m.a., ph.d., Brooklyn, Circular

//Johnston, Alfred, 6 Wandsworth Road,

Belfast

do.

do.

I/ken. sir l>. Ij.. m.a., Lennoxvale House, do.

aKerr. A. W. M., m.a., ll.d., 31 Rugby Road, do.

(tlverr, The Right Rev. W. S., b.d., See House, 32 Knockdene Park, South, do.

Bishop of Down and Droniore.

*Kingham, John R. (Representative of). Windsor Avenue, do.

Larmor, .1. 1''.. Fairy Hill. Dunmurry, Co. Antrim
(/Lepper, R. S., m.a., f.r.ii.s., ll.m., k.r.k.a.i., Elsinore; Carnalea, Co. Down
Lindsay, Dr. E. M., m.r.i.a., The Observatory, Armagh
Linton, W. E., f.r.g.s., Fair Vista, Whitehead
(/Londonderry, The Marquess of. K.G., P.C., M.V.O., LL.D.

,

Mount Stewart. "Newtownards
aLoughridge, James S.. m.d., f.r.c.s. (Eng.), 'JO University Square, Belfast
Love, Hugh ('.. m.b.e., IS Belmont Park Strandtown, . do.

rtLowry-Corry, Hon. Cecil, j.p., Castle Coole, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh
(tTjowry-Coiry, Lady Dorothy, Castle Coole, Enniskillen, do.
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aMaoalister, Professor R. A. S., d.litt., m.a., " Barrmore,"
Lady Margaret Road, Cambridge

McCaughey, John, d.l., c.j?.e., Somerton, 01. Balmoral Avenue. Belfast

aMeCready, H. L., m.a., c.b.e., d.l., 64 Myrblefield Park, do.

aMcDonald, Rev. J. R., m.a., .Shankhill Rectory, do.

McGibbon, Francis J., f.c.i.i., 44 Ashley Avenue, do.

fl<McKeown, Rev. Leo., c.c, Milford Street, do.

aMoKisack, C. J., 9 Mount Pleasant, do.

McKisack, A. M., 9 Mount Pleasant, do.

McLean, Capt. A., m.r.c.v.s., " Downside," Windsor Avenue North, do.

MoCosker, John, 5 Knoekdarragh Park, Belmont, do.

McCoubrey, Andrew B.«, b.a., 8 Chanwood Avenue, Cavehill Road, do.

MeConnell, Rev. E., ALA., Ballylinney Manse, Balyclare
McCutcheon, Ralph B., 58 Marlborough Park South, Belfast

McNeill, W. M., 103 Beaconsfield Place. Aberdeen (108)

*McCammon, Thos. P. (Representative of), Woodvale, Holywood, Co. Down
MacLaine, Alexander, j.p. (Representative of, Belfast

*MeCracken, Francis (Representative of), do.

Malcolmson, Herbert, Riversdale, Holywood, Co. Down
aMaxton, Mrs. Mary, 6 Kirkliston Drive, Belfast
Mayes, Brian B., 21 Cranmore Park, do.

Mercer, Alderman M., "240 Cliftonville Road, do.

aMegaw, Basil, R. S.. b.a., Manx Museum, Douglas, I.O.M.
^Mitchell, Robert A., d.l., ll.d., t.c.d., Marmont, Strandtown, Belfast
Montgomery, H. Trevor, f.c.a., 49 Donegall Place, do.

^Montgomery, Miss E. S., 26 College Green, do.

Moore, A. H. E.
v
a.l.a., 9 Ranfurly Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down

Marshall, Robert, m.d., f.r.c.p.i., m.r.c.p. (Lon.), 9 College Gardens, Belfast
*Macroiy, A. J. (Representative of),

*Murphy, Isaac James (Representative of), Armagh
*Murphy, Joseph John (Representative of), Belfast
*Musgrave. Henry, d.l. (Representative of). do.

O'Brien, M.A'.. PH.D., m.e.i.a., Dublin

Pomeroy, A. G., m.a., Arnside, Dundonald, Belfast
Phelan, Miss Eileen, b.a., Castle Street, Antrim
Patterson, Rev. R. Dixon, m.a., Ballyhannon House, Portadown

aRutherford, Rev. Canon J. C, b.a., The Rectory, Carrickfergus
Rutherford, Martin, 85 Victoria Road. Sydenham, ' Belfast
Roe, Thomas George. " Greenwood." Victoria Road, Holywood

Savage, Arthur, Dangan Lodge, Donaghadee, Co. Down
Shaw, J. Crawford, f.c.a., Scottish Provident Buildings, Belfast
o.Sinclair, Prof. T. A., m.a., 8 Malone Hill Park, Belfast
Smith, J. D., j.p., m.i.c.e., 102 Princetown Road, Bangor, Co. Down
Stanley, Major Rupert, b.a., ll.d., " Lismore," 51 Windsor Avenue, Belfast
«Sheils, Rev. J. F., p.p., Carrickmannon, ' Ballv CTowan
Smith, Albert Edward, 135 Haypark Avenue, Belfast
Speers, John, Belfast Banking Co., Ltd., Ballvclare
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aTaylor, J. C, 53 Hawthornden Road, Belfast

aTaylor, Mrs., 53 Hawthornden Road, do.

*Thomas, Harold, m.i.n.a., 19 Holland Park Knock, do.

«Thompson, Samuel, D., Tir-na-n'og, Helen's Bay, Co. Down
oTorney, H. C. S., f.r.s.a.i., 5 Riverside Terrace, Holywood, Co. Down
Turner, Captain, E. J. L., m.c, Garvey, Finaghy Park South. Belfast

aTurner, S., Ballyskeagh, Barnett's Road, do.

*Turnley, Francis, d.l., Drumnasole, Carnlough
*Tennant Robert (Representative of) Belfast

"-"Tennant, Robert James (Representative of) do.

rtWalmsley, Prof. T., m.d., f.r.s.e., Queen's University, do.

"-'Webb, Richard (Representative of), do.

^Wilson, Prof. Gregg, o.b.e., m.a., ph. p., d.sc., m.r.i.a.,

Transy, Beechlands, Malone Road, do.

Wilson, Prof. W. J., d.sc, m.d., 10 Malone Road, do.

*Wilson, W. Percival (Representative of), do.

Winston, Denis, m.a., b.arch., a.r.i.b.a.. Borough Architect,

Town Hall, Southampton
*Wolff, G. W. (Representative of), Belfast

Workman, W. H., m.b.o.xj., f.z.s., Lismore, Windsor Avenue, do.

oWorkman ,
Major Robert, Craigdarragh, Helen's Bay, Co. Down

Workman, W., Nottinghill, Malone Road, Belfast

Wren, Prof. H., m.a., d.sc, ph.d., " Haslar," 62 Maryville Park, do.

Wright, Captain W. S., b.sc, Mossvale, Aghalee, Co. Antrim

-Young, James R., f.e.i.b.a., Rathvarna, 15 Chichester Park, Belfast

HONORARY MEMBERS.
i:'rtDeane, Arthur, f.r.s.e., m.r.i.a., 2 Eastbourne Villas, Beach Road, Whitehead
Morton, Em. Prof. W. B., m.a., d.sc. m.r.i.a.,

Rushmere, 46 Cadogan Park, Belfast

Praeger, R. Llovd, b.e., d.sc, scd., m.r.i.a., 19 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin
aStendall, J. A.' S., m.r.i.a.. 42 North Parade, Belfast

o

ANNUAL SUBSCRIBERS OF TWO GUINEAS.

Belfast Banking Co., Ltd., Belfast

o

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION AND CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

Shareholders and Members are reminded that annual subscriptions are due
on the 1st November each year; and those who resign will be liable for the

subscription unless notification is received by the Hon. Secretary before that date.

The work of the Hon. Treasurer will be materially assisted by prompt payment
of the subscription.

The Hon. Secretary will be glad if Shareholders and Members will notify him
of change of address or any inaccuracies appearing in the list.

PROCEEDINGS.

The Hon. Editor would be glad to receive Proceedings for Session 1875-76

and Session 1876-77 for binding purposes.
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FORM OF BEQUEST

1 Bequeafh out of such part of my personal Estate, as may by Law be

bequeathed for such purposes to the Council of the Belfast Natural History and

Philosophical Society, the sum of*

free from Legacy Duty, for the general purpose's of the said Belfast Natural History

and Philosophical Society of the said City, to he expended in such ivays as it may

deem expedient; and I direct that the receipt of the Hon. Treasurer for the time

being of the said Society shall be an efficient discharge of the said Legacy.

*Or Specimens of Art, Antiquities, Natural History or Books.

NOTE.—Land or other Personal Estate may also be given by Deed or Will, to be

applied for the purposes of the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical

Society, provided that the Deed or Will, as the case may he, he executed

not less than three calendar months before the death of the Donor, and

that everg Deed or lustrum e nt , not being a Will, shall be duly registered

in the Office for Registering Deeds in the City of Belfast within three

calendar months after the execution, thereof.

PRESENTED
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